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"%MUNI, CASE
Docketed tor Trial Today
in the Circuit Court
BOTH SIDES EXPECT
TO BE FULLY 11.7-eY.
The Evitts Case Ends As "Flash in
the Pan"—Some Cages Con-
sidered Yesterday.
COURT WORKING WITH
IMPROVED SWIFTNESS
Today the Willis Mount killing
case comes up in the circuit court,
and it is believed the matter will go
to trial, se the lawyers on both aides
yesterday expressed themselves as be-
ing contident they could be prepared
unless something unforeseen has
tamed tsp. They have here about all
the witnesses they con yelehold ofi
This will make the thitd trial for
Mount, who is charged with killing
Willis Nutty, a rate jockey, in a
gambling room above The Stag sa-
loon, on North Fourth street, over
two years ago. They got ito a guar-
Eel regarding the crap game vehich
• 
Nutty was participating in and hbount
in a Manner an onlooker. Mount is
charged with shooting Nutty twice.
once through the mouth, and the
other time in the back. Mount got
at years in the Penitentiary at
the last trial but the appellate court
bet this aside and ordered a new hear-
ing. The prosecution is being con-
ducted by Commonwealth Attorney
John G. Lovett, while Hon. Hal
Corbett and lime Sansuel Croesiand
represent the defendant. Major
ThOM29 E. Miss was in the case at
cacti of the other trials, but he with-
drew en going to Manila, Where he
died recently.
4 SCR' Charge.
There is now on trial the case
charging Jim Taylor with stealing
a "biryle from Will Smith and claim-
ing it was his property, selling satne
to James W. (,leaves & Sons fork
Saida claims he left the wheel sitting
out in front of Warren & Warren's
,slortki, when the latter Wadi aa saetioa
&mins lost fall. Lawrence Gleaves
claim Taylor brought the bike there
and saying it was his sold it for $4.
•iirevoss. roan deniet the charge and
claims be was at another place when
the theft happened. The work ofe
tablas Metimary will be finished this
morals, sad the case given to the
fart'.
The jury yesterday acquitted .john
Griffin, colored, who is charged with
fake sweet*. It was claimed that
C. E. Thomas, colored brakeman,
stole a shotgun from tite- train of
Conductor Byers Robertson, of the
Iliinois Central. At That's*. trial in
the police court Griffin swore
Thomas did not pawn to Griffin the
• gun, but it was claimed he did pawn
the gun to Griffin, and on account
of this the latter was held to the
grand jury on the charge of false
searing, but is now acquitted.
Ordered to Fey Bond.
Lawyer Wheeler Campbell was or-
dered to pay.into court $roo, he being
the surety of G. E. Wilson, former
manager o: the Southern Manual In-
vestment company of Lexington, Ky.,
who seems to have skipped out, as
nothing is known of his 'whereabouts.
Wilson. had his former &gen J. F.
Nicholson arrested on the charge of
embezzlement, but lefr Nicholson
s quickly exonerated himself of the
charge. Wilson did some funny
; swearing during the .1T:court of Justice
Richard Barber. When hi* ease came
up for trial Wilson did not show rip,
and it was continued inoorder to give
a chance to get bock to town. He
odid come, but leollore-errival of the
day to which the proceeding was con-
tinued again left, and halt never come
back since. Wheeler Campbell was
on his bond for the appearance, and
now that Wilson can not be found
the surety is ordered to pay over the
amount of the ball.
Gus Aubrey was acquitted of the
charge of forging the name of 'Capt.
th to a check .and getting it
-casthod at the City, .Netibnal
Auhrey is a steamboat man an form-
erly mite of the Charleston, which
was owned by Captain Smith and
cohere etttil •Oeitt through the federal
court to satisfy the claim creditors
had against her.
There was set for yesterday, but
not taieen up on 'acrotint of absent
eritriessee, the, int:Wet/Pont chargi g
Alonzo 'A. Pollard. 'with mali
cutting Mlitrion TAPOSIs, colored, dor-
' -not a crap game • aboard .atemnboat
' Llama, the man who got cut,,
was ordered try be at the courthouSe
yoeterttev to testify An the case, but
o
Reed sent for boo 
P'.did not show op on Oh 
•
the dark-y not being prompt oi
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Judee
One of $5 for contempt 01 c LOOP 4E LOOP !LORD ROSEBERY
stniintOneil to court. Lucas was tool:
put under $2oo bond AP appear this THIRD A'.`111, SIXTH STREET
morning to give his testimony. If CARS 'WOOL COMMENCE
he does not show ,up he will have to DOING THIS.
pay the bond.
Mitchell Jackson, Boss Sergeant,
W. C. Standford and Labe Tyree , AU Will Circuit the Belt Line At
were each fined Sac and costs for I SixtO end Rroad Streets--Trol-
gareoilug, whee iie.eit "ikeistia...e and ley of Car 54Breke.
Lucile Thompson- were each fined
$50 and costs for running disorderly
resorts on West Court street,
The Britt* Case Ended.
it developed that there was not as
much in the cases against City Jailer
Thomas Evitt 9 and -his brother
Sonteul, as there had been made there
would be. The juries beard all the
evidence and then brought in a ver-
dict fining each of them only $25
Patrolman Samuel Beadles had AVihen
them indicted on the charge that they i 
the Third street line wasor-built t run from Third and Broadway
maliciously assaulted him. After the to Third andlBroad street, and then
verdict the jailer and 'brothsr were
congratulated by then frie went over Broad to the end of SouthSixthstreet. The South Sixth streethave not thought there was 
who
to
line run up South Sixth to within
several hundred feet of Sixth and
Brood, and ended. Now there has
been p'ut in, a stretch of track, coo-
ng the terminus of each division
d making a belt line. Now this
aorta ng the Smith Sixth street car
will start at Fourth and Broadway,
-go out Sixth, then in Sixth to Broad,
then doveu Broad to Third, down
Third ter Broadway, and then in
Broedway to Fourth.. There the car
turns back and heading into Third,
rovers the same route backwails, and
comes back to Fourth and milroadenty
from Sontle•Sisth safft. At the
time a car itarts from Fourth and
Broad way out though South Sixth
for the circuit, a Third car will leave
Fourth and Broadway, go down
Broactway to Third, in Third to
Broad, up fertiad to South Sixth, and
then down Sixth to Broadway, and in
Broadway to Fourtb, where it will
turn around and go back.
There will be four cars makieg
this belt fine rine the two Third
street cars and two South Sixth street
cars, and they will pass each other
at the regular switches while out
making the circuit. General Manager
John Bheecker believes they can get
better and quicker service in this
manner, and hereafter all people,
coming in from South Sixth street
will transfer at Fourth and Broad-
way idle the other cars jam like
South Third street has been doing.
the charge.
Filed Away.
There was filed away the following
charges. Pete Goodfelkyw, Gib Parks,
John Modden, Walter & Morrison,
charged with gambling; Hide
Thompson, charged with d tne
a pdblic amembly; Batzhtaf GoiL
don, charged' 'with petty becenta
Eugene 'Thomas and Carolina Hilt
charged with immorality; Kelly Lee,
charged with running a bawd
George Thomas and Georg
charged with a breach of the
Feanice Eastevood, charged with rut-
nine; bawdy house; John Johnson,
charged with breach of the peace;
Clover Walters, F blorrison, Gl
Parks and John Madden, charged
with gambling
,
Action Continued.
There was continued the followitio
actions; Becky Hudson, charged with
maintaing a militate; Ilkley Miller,
sharged with fund/Wag. liquor to a
minor; James A. Illeseroeth,
in ()tie ease %midi he
a mince, iis two I
liquor without it license, had in ode
with curtaining a diriance in the
elope of a disorder', saloon; Bled
Tucker, char with a &art of thejgda,ir
unpeace; Viola ks charged with r-
ning a baw 
t
dy oust.
Indictments Dismissed.
There was dismissed indictments
charging Bud ()aerie*, Sam Gott, Ed
Pieretio, James VVI. Sherrill and the
Palmer Cigar Stand each with furn-
ishing cigetrette satatistals1 to a /Moor.
The court passed for the present
the indictment charging Sam I.eibet
and A. V. Batter with maintaining a
nuisance, while a similar charge
against Will Jones was set for the
seventh day of this term, which is
next Monday.
Civil Business.
?While the juries and lawyers were
busy taicing testimony in the criminal
proceedings before him, Judge Reed
devoted his spare moments to dis-
posing of a 'umber of civil action".
There was continued the following
pieces of flitigation; Tilley vs. Tilley;
Deaven vs. Dearen; Perry ea Perry;
Green vs. Green; Tornbo vs. Brown;
VViall vs. Jones; Blanks vs. Blanks;
Setkith vs. Smith; Dutt vs. Dutt;
Crane vs. Crane; 'Hopkins vs. Hop-
kins; Cruse vs. Cruse; McGray vs.
MoGray; Tolbert vs. Tolbert.
In the suit of Rose Shilcutt vs.
Thomas Shileutt and Newton
Fanfares vs,.. Fositlites.. Lew-
yer Thomas 'Harper -was seletled tp
retresent the absent defendants and
*Rowed hs in each case.
hiltere was dierniseed the suit of
Plettete Brantley against the Knights
of litlaccabee, a settlement 'having
been made of the litigation outside
the court. The plaintiWe husband
died sonic months ago of cancer in a
hospital at Kettles City. He had a
life insurance policy in the Maces-
beet, but that order refused to pay
over the anournt. She the+ filed
suit which fs now dismissed' On ac-
count of settlement, having:* been
made. Her Mud:rand wa* the Well
known 1. C. ofrtean.
There was sunitted the stilt of
Betnnirry vs. I ry.
.There was eortinued the suit of
Receivers 'Cecil 'Reed and Feller: 4,
Rudolph, of the People's Hormel'
,ehateing chive/ethos' *Vine J. 'Victor
Voris, Whitt =time Or for colitetioo
of t0000 Voris borrowed on Mock
from the defuftet_ purchasing com-
pany, and Which loan iv deenasided
to doge up the trisinesti of the
People's company.
Printers Elect.
Mkot of the Jabot %mitres nornrinate
at , one, r r,ttirpir liocr fake' it the hteat,
but the prinfert eteet ilIttsight on one
night. • Ili* ,electiOrt will he 'held
the fonreh litimfa r  f thite Month,
and tlie 81kends htsta/let, the
41.,*(1
'Commencing this morning the
South Sixth street cars and the
South Third street cars, will coon
mance running all the way around
the loop Which connects the two lines
at their respective terminals at Sixth
and Broaut. street. This means that
the cars or both lines will practically
be of one division and all make the
trip around the beit.
Trolley Broke.
Last night the Trolley on car No.
so of the South Sixth street line,
broke in two and a new one had to
be placed on. !Motorman Mitchell
and Conductor Neely have charge of
the car.
• Jumped Trsek.
Car No. tot of the Union Dept. line
got off the track last night, but was
righted in about twenty minutes, and
not much loss 61 time sustained by
traffic.
WERE FINED
CONTRACTORS ROBERTSON
& GARDNER WANTED
MATTER TESTED.
Court Simply Fined Them So, in
One Case and Dismissed the Re-
mainder of Charge.
Attorney E. W. Bagby returned
yesterday from litepkinsville where
he (was called on legal business by
his clients, Contractors Charles
Rdbertson and George'' Girdirer, of
this city, who ate over at that place
putting down the new eystenro of sani-
tary sewerage. Warrants had been
gotten for the contrattors by the
city authorities of Hopkinsville.
charging the Parkeeahens eltith not
putting back' in good condition the
ptIblic streets excavated for the sew-
erage /mins. Fines of ;to were as-
seised in 'one case,- While the four
other charges were dismissed.
The contractors wanted a test made
of the question, but it seems the
court did not do this in rendering
hie opinion. The 'contractors had
left oreniO streets in bad shape, but
on se-count of the cold weather could
not pue to work the caller used for
'rotting the :public thoroughfares beck
into level and passable shape. They
courted the warrant because they
wanted it tested; as to whether they
could be held responsible for the
bad thoroughfare, if the weather
providentially prevented use of the
roller in replacing the street in as
kood condition as it was before be-
ing torn up- for the untelergrourel
mains.
The contractors do not know, yet
whether-they are on safe ground or
not if hereafter the, weather prevents
them again from, replacing the streets
as. found.
MAY YET BE THE PRIME MIN-
ISTER OF ENGLAND.
Tiffs *ill
• tion
Follow the Coming
If the Liberals Are
Victor.
PEACE MAKING AMERICA i - • NMUST FIGHT AGAIN.IETTER t' TAXADO _
So Thinks and Has Declared Gen.
Chaffee in Public.
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 6.—At' a Urged Upon Special Corn-public reception in his honor last
night Lieutenant General•and Chief mittee of Senate.
Elec- of Staff Adam R. Chaffee of the
United States will again go to war.Ti',
ri,ers."-+;c-n -t.-n ;•' re,'.!--11 V •rrs s4T1r, /3y..
vit-Le; OF COMMITTEE.of the army..
London, Dec. 6.-6h Henry Camp-
boll-Bannerman has been aske3 to
form a new cabinet, but this does trot
mit that the plan to snake Lord
Rosebery Prime Minister has been
absadpned, but that Sir Henry our-
to form an administration
melt to tide over the period until
the general election in January.
If at that time the Liberals return
aZga,e etinjosrity to the 'House of
C ons, then Lord Roseberry will
become Prime Minister and Sir
Benet Campbell-Bannerman will en-
ter tie House ,of Lords.
It4 coarse appeals to Sir Henry
becetite of his advancing age ana
abrettotar of the illness of his wife to
The gives ever-increasing at-
tetelkin. 'Moreover his devotion to
abcieliset hat *rays been , petriotic
s.nd imtpersonal.- If he Shall be able
to tee ehat the party' io committed
to is friends tioder loyal and conmet-
etityleadership ire will rejoice to es-
the burden of public service.
Lord Roseberry's premier-
ski* rids, first, 'upon a -large lib-
ere/ Ithajority in' the Fuse of Corn-
and, secon4, upon asentarrees
adhesioi to the 'historic vein-
of the Liberal party.
Liberal Majority should be
II as tb leave the government*
supported by the Irish party%
inhered by the Tories, Lord
• ry probibly would refuse to
h the cabinet and Sir Henry
1/- Ban names wool!, feel
lied to raisin °Ski. Vurther-
if Lord Roitebery shodid at>.
peseinclined to turn his back ilse the
a for which Sir 'Henry has folerht
30 diby the veteran Scot would re-
fit quit the struggle.
r leads the Liberals the
queNiba of some rule for Ireland will
not have first place upon the party's
programme unless the Irish national-
ist! Ascomageactical masters of the
•Wt* of adtrieons. 166- •
puil find, to ea.- are
of t Britian by- *trollies acts of
reform effecters the welfare of the
people of this island, and then in the
difficult teak of conferring domestic
independence upoa the !Ash nation
!l BOY'S DEMISE
AIM NOLEN DIED YESTERDAY
AND WILL BE aUltlE.D
TODAY.
Dennis O'Connor Died Here Whi
En Route on &osier= River
Tour—Mrs. Allen Dead
Yesterday mnenng early Afa, the
ea-year-old son of Mr. R. T. Nolen,
hied pt the family home, 220 South
Fototh street, several doors iso?n
the city 'hall.
The funeral services wilt he held
thie morning at so o'clock at the
honk, with interment fotlowkig at
Oak Greve cemetery
Died Aboard Boat.
Yesterday morning at 6 o'clock
Mr. Densig CPC,,rinc)e died aboard
hiiieeosZne boat Island Queen, lir
is at the foot of Eligilireilt
street on the gout% aide of Newel. He
passed away of phietimocia, but bad
beim in en oiling,`corelition for the
Pae year.
ME deceased was 38 year, of age
and made hi, home in New York
City, but some months ago started
with his brother and the latter's wife
fioatitig clown the Ohio river in their
gasoline boat which is "nicely furn-
ished They got here three weekis ago
and Mr. O'Connor Imo ill at that
time.
The deceased vows a cloth cutter by
He said: "Gentlemen, war will
come alotin. There are plenty of men
in this room wbo will see our country
at war again. Not on OUT own soil,
perhaps; you must remember that we
have now become one of the nations
of the earth. We have great interests
to defend.
"When that war comes we must be
intelligently prepared for it.
"Mbetern war is not what war
used to be. No one is now fitted to
command troops who is not a scien-
tific and well-trained man. M,odern
war stailie scientifically treated to
save
-
 life.
"The Japanese are a military peo-
ple, but we are not. We do not get
on with military preparations as the,y
do, but we should be ready for con-
TUBERCULOSIS SANITARIUM.
Congressman of Alabama Wants It
in His State.
Washington, Dec. 6.—An appropri
glop of $tocroo for a national tur-
orcdiosie sannaritnir is provided for'
in a bill introduced by Representa-
t:ve Wiley of Alabama. The bill
apiprovide - , t tke- pottitaumi as to be
open t genii Aersool ', of both
races ate *Offering from tuber-
culosis of the lungs, and is to admit
all persons of army and navy as well
as *ape honorably discharged from
the service. -,- •
florala, Abr.; is designated as the
site for the sanitarium, and is pro-
vided that the surgeon-general of the
public health and marine hospital is
to have .fitir charge of the sanitarium.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
RS FOSTER BRYNEE WILL
NOT OOSSIR torn!. mast
HOLIDAYS
Week of Prayer Being Attended by
Large Congregations—Waters
Returned Home
It was intended to have been next
week Mrs. Foster Bryant-, ad
Zvlit, to deliver a series of talksaeb
otherwiselabor to,build up the Soo-
day scho41 work, but on account of
the protracted Meeting at the First
Baptist church visit to this city,
has been pctstPirled until after the
(31rIltmai holiday*
She of the field secretaries
for the hong. Sundayt rhool
Association and bad 
pronis 
to
come here for the Toth, 13th and 14th
of this month, to helppusb forward
this deparenteert of the religious call-
log, bin now has been requestedto
totopooe her visit until the time
me Mimed.—
Rev. Willie/ Boinquin, of the
Evangelical rhumb, is provident of
the McCracken County Sunday
School Astieciation, which include'
both the county and city, and it was
through his efforts that she is pre-
cured for the week here. She is a
very brilliant and widely knowo 'wet-
man, who goce all cher the country
on thie
Week of Prayer.
• Large ceogregations of ladies and
others are each afternoon attending
the meeting conducted at the Broad-
way Methodist church by the mis-
sionary 'satiety. This is their, week
of prayer and daily services are con-
ducted. MiseeAlice Waters, the China
missionary who is now visiting her
mother near Murray, has been hcre
for several of the afternoon gather-
togs, but has now tvturrsed to Mur-
ray., She, gave a nittehber of highly
entertaining talks pevta4ng her
profession. The reteisinti will tioltryphirteen yearn' stay in Ch While
be shipped beet to New Yotk for in- here She woe the guest of her cousin,
fertneht. gcs.. James, Lane, wife of the cloth-
ier, of ,Soutb Tenth street.
Estimable Lady- Died.
Yeoterdley afternoon at 2 o'clocic
there was buried at Oak Grove cem-
etery Mfrs. J. S. Allen, who died of
pneumonia at her home, 6o6 Flournoy
street.
the' &closer, was Re year, of age
and mother-in-law of Me.' W. S.'
Reared, th well kiv?vrit: seesaw of
the stied raitiviry is7irtetir.• She, was
a Cheistiatn-iietitnert 'of' maw frame&
who will deeply grieve over .het
dealt, whit% 'tiny aftet * king attil
dieful three,
i(
Good Suggestions Made by Commit-
tee of the Kentucky Develop-
ment Association.
SOME STRONG ADDRESSES
ARE DELIVERED-
Shelbyville, Ky., Dec. 6.0—The spec
jail legislative revenue and taxation
committee, composed of Senator Cam
mack, of OriveneOft, ohaheman; Sena-
tor I.aban Pbeips, of Louisville; Sell
ator W. H. Cox, of Mayeville; Sen-
ator W. W. boles, of Taylorville,
and Senator George W. Wrcknien, of
Calhoun, met here yesterday in fur-
therance of its work of "drafting a
bill looking to the enactment of eith-
er a new measure or a revision of
the laws governing the matters which
they are considering
Yesterday the epecial committee
appointed by the state development
convention held in Logirrille and.
loaded by Senator Charles Carrat.
apposreit before the committee aid
urged two vital changes in the laws
looking to-a more just and equitabie
diseribuoion of taxe!... .
I. . The first sugicestmo %fits that there
should be .a uni,fores system ,of taxa-
lion on all similar classes of busi
nese. The other woe that the peo
-pit should vote on whether or not
they should have the license system
of taxation, the ad valorem system
or both.
Senator Carroll stated in present-
ing .the recommendation that the in-
coming legislature could not change
the Coeratitntioe, but it could enact
2 bill subleittiog 'the proposed change
in the Cnuattialtioir to a vote of the
People lit ISIDV. This, he said, wool('
he a 'step which would tend to pot 
' - 
a
, 'Kentucky in the forefront in the.gol- -
axy of prorrestiastellioielt
One of tour main features of the
proposed new revenue and taxation
metAure will be a provision known as
the inberitionew tax. A draft of a bill
on this question was submitted to the
commit. by L. F. Johnson, repre-
sentative from Franklin county. Mr.
Jolugeon has made the subject GI in-
heritaace tax a study, and it was at
Ithe suggestion of the special legisla-tive committee that 'he drafted and
presented the measure. While in
many pte the measure as proposed
by Mr. Jehnson may be eloseged, yet
in title main the members of the com-
mittee aeeett that the recommenda-
'bons will be jacorporated in the pro-
posed revenue and taxation bill.
The measure provides' for the levy-
14 of A specific tax of $5 on every
$too worth of property inherited io
the state- by persons or corporations
further remote from the tettotor than
parent OT child, provided the estate
is mt,,valuted at a sum less than. $2no.
The citiptioel rf 14. itikeikit's hi* is
"An Act to -Tax Gifts, :Legacies and
Collateral Intieritadees in Certain
Aidcialases were Aso criade.b
Shewora, of Ashlithed and Woo
-Robirrson, of Loilieville
LIBRARY TRUSTEES.
?bill afternoon at 4 O'clock the
board of trustees for Carty*** library
will 'hold its moat*. meeting in the
building on Ninth erect Broadway.
The session should 'Save Seen eon..
drifted TutttlaY evening, the 'regular
tittle, hilt' Prebideir E. W. Raghy
we soot of the city at froekiniville
• important legal *thine-es. He. re-
teiti*d" yetiterday and set. for today
tIle githissing St which time the busi-
litiii"Of tirr. body Will be dimiosed of.'
oNE TO HEAR SERMON.
Pastor Proves That He and Sexton
Can Worship Alone.
Strout:1%1)4a, Pa., Der 6.—The Rev
William E. Coffman., pastor of the
Delaware Water Gap Methodist
church, yesterday preached a sermon
to osie persOn, the sexton. The tor-.
rential downpour explained this min-
imum, Pastor Coffman said:
"We are here to worship Ahnigaity
God, and should not desist because
others one absent. Oltw worship is a
debt we owe to God, and necessary
to our own spit-hag life. Jester spoke
to single,tennera, push as ilicodemus
and the woman 'at the •iikeit of Same-
ri: Paul and John wrote epistles to
individuals, which were preserved
with the gospels, and tire other epis-
the."
The pastor and the sexton sang the
hymns chosen, recited the creed,
bowed in prayer and read the scrip-
ture lemons.
Not Much Doing.
There is not much going on right
at Present in the smaller gowns of
the city no account If the big crim-
inal 'eession being eel ist he -circuit
cunt. where all the lawyers have
cases and their personal attention
and attendance is demanded. ,
•
MOST CHARMING
MATINEE MUSICALE CLUB
HELD HAPPY GATHERING
YESTERDAY.
Entre Nous Club Meets This After-
noon With ldiss Owen—Bridal
Party Passed Through.
The Matinee 'Musicale club meeting
-
yesteraty afternoon vith 'Mrs.
George B. Hart, of West Jefferson
street, was a most enjoyable affair,
the ladies whiling away several happy
and instructive hours rendering the
excellent programme printed several
days ago. An unusually large crowd
was there.
Lecture This Evening.
Rector David Wright, of Grace
Episcopal church, will this evening at
the new parish house deliver his lec-
ture on "Goethe". The affair is in
charge of the ladies of that congre-
gttion.
Entre Nous Club.
This afternoon the Entre Nous club
meets with Miss Mae Owen, at her
home on Jefferson near Ninth street.
It will he strictly a club affair.
Como Club.
The Cdrtsus clerb met with Miss
Lottie Thomas, of North Thirteenth
street, Tuesday evening, and spent
a most charming time at cards. The
prizes were taken by Miss Mabel
Lowery and Mr. 0. B. Wheeler dur-
ing the game, which was follewed by
service 'at dainty refreshment.
Miss Edith aforrisseh entertains the
club at its next gathering.
Crescendo Club.
This afternoon at 4 o'clock the
Cresendo club meets at the musical
studio of Miss Virginia NeweH of
-isa,
North Seventh street. It will be a
study of Chantinade Converzaione.
--
Briday Party.
Mr. Drake Hyde and bride (Miss
Grace Smith), arrived here yesterday
at noon from Mayfield where they
where •irtarried at to o'clock in the
morning at the Cumberland Presby-
terian church, in presence of a large
audience of friends. The couple re-
mained here as guests of Miss Mae
Davis, of North Fifth, until 2 o'clock
yesterday afternoon, when they left
for their future home in Nashville,
'where he groom is connected with
a large printing house.
Married Here.
Yesterday morning at TO o'clock
Miss Lu:a Thomas, of Ingleside, and
Mr. J. M. Reid, of Tiandana were
united in marriage in the parlors of
The Painter by Rev. T. 5 Newell, of
the Broadway Methodist church. The
ceremony was performed in presence
of several of their friends, and after
' the nuptials the young folks left for
Hopkinsville on a bridal our, from
which they return next wilk to take
up their home at Bandana.
Both are members of well known
families of their respective neighbor-
hoods, and the match was a runaway
affair, the couple stealing a march on
everybody and coming here for the
nuptials.
Th,:s. Sans Souci
Yesterday atternoon Mrs. Will Min
nich entertained the sans Sandi club
at her home on, West Jefferson..
Thittegh the entertairnnere wasecon-
fined to the club mensberehip it was
most enjoyable in all respects. The
luncheon which followed carde was
bountiful and delightfully served.
DIVORCES WANTED
EDNA BEAN WANTS DIVORCE,
ALIMONY AND CUSTODY
OF SON
Minnie Gainor Claims Her Husband,
John Cantor, Abandoned Her-
0. W M ax on. $ased. •
Eckel Bean yesterday in the circuit
court filed suit for divorce from her
'husband Thos. Bean, on the ground
that be abandoned her October 30,
7905, after a married life since July
15, .1897. She claims that he has
been ernel to her and in addition to
the disaolution of matrimonial ties
she wants $500 alimony and also pos-
sestion of her eon Dewey.
Another Divorce Wanted.
Minnie Gainor filed a similar pro-
ceeding anainet her 'husband John
Gainor. They were married October
IOW two, and lived together until
July 19, 1902, when she charges that
be abandoned her. She warita the
divorce and also restoration to ter
Innate/1 name of MS-nnie Talley.
Salta Against Maxon.
F. V. Rimbrough filed suit against
O. W. Maxon for Sio7 38 claimed
due on a note defendant exectioect
Vance Brothers sued 0. W. Max-
on for Ewa claimed due on a debt.
The tondos county council wain
mew motor repair' wagons to attend
In hntakiatnase on the street raihrayi,
 amorwasismaammisman 
LEAVE AT NOON
DELEGATION FROM HERE EX-
nc-rs TO RETURN
SUNDAY.
Councilman Taylor Wanted Police
and Fire Appointments Con-
firmed By the Council.
Today at noon •Mayor Yeiser and
Aldermen W. T. lalltler and John
Farley will leave for Lexington, Ky.,
to attend the conference between del-
egates from all second class cities
of the state, for the purpose of de-
ciding on' what changes they will all
want the state legislature to mulct
next month to charters governing the
second class municipalities. The
Paducah representatives 'will arrive
there late tonight and be on _hand for
the conference which starts tomorrow
morniag and will probably last until
Saturday night, when the local peo-
ple come back home.
At the meeting here Tuesday night
of all the councilmen and aldermen,
Councilman Young Taylor wanted
the charter changed so that the
council woold have to approve the
selections of policemen and firemen
by the police and fire commissioners,
before the appointments were effec-
tive. His suggestion in this regard
however, was defeated, aand nothing
dune in this regard. At present the
commissioners name the tnemitiers of
both the police and fire forces, kid
the legislative boards have nothing to
do with this 'whatever, and it will re-
main like it is, so far as this city's
delegation instructions are concerned.
The local autlynities desire 1.11 the
changes enumerated yesterday „morn-
ing, but they realize they will not
get every one effected, but instructed
the rpresentatives to do all possible
in this rennet Ordinarily in con-
ferences of this nature each town gets
about) one-fourth of what it roes
after, an shown by the work or two
years ago.
THE INCLIN
HIGH WATER NOW LEAVES IT
SO TRAINS CAN RUN.
The Track Down Underneath the
Surface Is Torn Up Where En-
gine Tumbled Over.
It is probaile that nee ing wiH
have to be done toward, repair.. g the
incline track running out underneath
the river at the foot of Campbell
street, until next spring when the
water goes down. The trains are run-
ning back and forth alright now and
no work is necessary.
When the switch engine and sev-
eral freight cars were lost control of
seveeal weeks ago upon the incline,
azt shot down to the foot and out
cradr erase into the water, the river
was much lower than it is at present
When the engines struck the track
doss underneath the surface of the
water, and which is that portion on
which the cradle is pushed out into
the river on, the steel rails and cross
ties underneath the surface, Were
badly broken, by the force of the
mammoth fell. If the river had not
raised any by time the wreclaige was
gotten out and traffic resumed across
the cradle, the broken testek under-
neath would have to have been re-
paired, because that would have been
hecessary before the cradle cduld slid
back out onto same no trains could
pass back and forth in being ptrehel
from incline onto transfer boat which
lands at the cradle end. As it was
through, the river rose, and this neces-
sitated the cradle being pulled further
out on bank as the rise came, until
the cradle is now many feet from the
broloen part of submerged track.
Now things will run :-Iong this way
all winter, and then v 'en the river
falls next spring and the cradle has
to be let out in the stream eradeally
as the 'water goes down, this means
that 'when the broken pa-t in the
track is reached by the cradle, the
rails and ties will have to be repaired.
It wilt take several days to do this,
and during that time the transfer-
boat will have to land alongside the
cradle.
It took only a few minutes for the
wreck to happen, but it cost abont
$15.000 and much time to the road
as it Was in the worst place possible
for a mishap of this nature.
Looking Ahead.
Bridegroom—I am afraid you aril)
and me rather exacting at times, and
I'm afraid, too, that I am a little in.
dined to And fault without cause.
Bride—Oh, don't let that worry you;
I'll see that you always have COEN:.
Cassell's.
How Plays Are Built.
Manager—Bay, that was a peel"
good anecdcte you told at the club
Last night Was It original?
Autbor—Uh huh.
Manager—What'll you take for the
dramatic righter—Louisville Courier
JourraL
An ochre mine on the Necanicum
river, near Seasick, •Ore, is said to
be yiedefing ruSies and diamonds.
Hence. "isxciternent at fever hest" in
the regions round about.
CGMIMSSIONER'S SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its October term, 1905, in the action
of George C. Hughes, plaintiff,
againat S. F. Temple, etc., defend-
ants, I will, on Monday, December
itth (about the 'hour of to
o'clock a. m.), taco (being county
court day), at the Court House doer
in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following described prop
erty, viz:
A certain tract or parcel of land,
lying and being in McCracken coun-
ty, Kentucky, and bouricked and de-
scribed aa follows, to-wit:
Beginning at a stake in the center
of the public road and northeast cor-
ner of a tract of land sold to Josiah
Wilkins; thence north 1314 east,
with center of public road 22 poles;
thence north 7454 west 185V1 poles,
more or less to the backline or weo
line of said 1,485 acre Cold Springs
tract survey; taerne si 15, west
2.2. poles to another corner of W:1-
kins; thence with the Wilkins line
south 74l4 east 185 poles more or
less, to the beginning, containing 25'4
acres, more or less.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale; having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due. •
This 8th day of December, teo5.
CECIL REED, Master C0111
E. H. Puryear, Attorney. .
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Coma, rendered at
its October term, ono, in the action
of Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co. vs.
M. M. tSbernwell, etc., and E. Far-
ley.. vs. M. M. Slaemwell, etc.,. con-
solidated, I will, on Monday, Decem-
ber iith (about the hour of
o'clock a. m.), 1905 (being County
Court day), at the Court House door
in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following described prop
erty, viz:
A certain house and lot situated in
Paducah, McCracken county, Ken-
tucky, and bounded and descrubed as
follows, to-wit:
Beginning at the southwest corner
of school house lot conveyed by R.
Satinders to E. Farley and others.
trustees; thence in a northerly direc-
tion oh a line with said lot tflo feet
to Clark's river gravel road; thence
at right angles 54 or 55 feet; thence
at right angles aouthwardhr 18p .feet;
thence at right-angles 54 oc46-Iatet
to the beginning.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved secterity,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replesan
bond, on which estetution may issue
when due.
This Oth day of December, toos.
CECIL REED, Master Corn,
E. H. Poryear, Attorney.
Commissioner's Sale,
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its October term, taro, in the action
of Thomas Curling, etc., plaintiff.
against M. A. Mitclvell, administre
tor, etc., defenclani, I will, on 'Mon-
day, 'Decem lids,ber  (about the
hour of to o'clock a. in). 1905 (being
County Court day), at the Court
Holum door in Paducah, Kentucky,
sell to the bight bidder, on a credit
of six months, the following describ-
ed property, viz:
Being a certain dwelling house, and
certain lots or parcels of land on
Which same is situated, which lots
are described as follow's, to-wit: Lots
Nos. 16, 17 and tR, of block No. 18,
of addition Harris, Flournoy, Trim-
ble and Norton to the city of Padu-
cah, Kentucky, beginning at the cor-
ner of a 16-foot alley, and onGiven
street, now Tenth street, and run-
ning two 'hundred and thirteen (213)
feet on said street to the corner of
Boyd and Given, or Marti) Tenth
street, from thence runnipg 044)
one hundred and forty-four feet on
Boyd street; thence (tao) one hun-
dred and twepty feet back on a line
paretic, with said Given and Tenth
street to the (16) sixteen foot alley;
thence with the said alley to the be-
ginning, and is time land conveyed to
the decedent, John C. Curling, by
Helen M. Holloway, by deed dated
August 3d, z889, of record in Mc-
Cracken county court cleric's office,
in Deed hook No. 57, page 394.
To satisfy said' judgment, interest
and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
hearine interest at 6 ner ren-+ from
iny of sele. having force of repievAi
on u which xecution nray issue
er" which comes to The Kentucky as.follows :
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AT THE 'KENTUCKY
"Hans an' Nix."
Harry W. Fields, of the "Hans an'
Nix" company, is replete with stor-
ies in his playmate in life, La Pell
Dixon, the other half of the big show
whom he has been associated with
for many years.
At one time Mr. Dixon was anx-
ious to obtain the services of a clever
actor for a part in one of their num
erous companies.
An actor whom Dixon did not like
personally, heard of this and sent a
dispatch to the playwright reading:
"I desire very much to play the
part."
Dixon immed:atciy wired back:
. "You are _absolutely alone ire your
desire."
"Hans an' Nix" will appear at the
Kentucky tonight,
Stay in "Paul Jones."
The productioe of "Paul Jones,"
which will appear at The Kentucky,
will surpass anything in the scenic
line to be seen in this city this
season. The opera enjoyed a run in
London and New York during its
early days which has not been equall-
ed by any show of recent times. The
scenery, costumes and stage settings
are elegant in the extreme.
"Paul Jones" has for its leading
character as is understood from the
name, the great naval 'hero, who has
so Appropriately been called the fath-
er of the American navy. The opera
deals with the eerly life, commencing
before he one ffiacer of the Amer-
ican navy and into it is interwoven
a very pretty love affair in wfirclx, of
course, the great naval hero figures
and in which he is very consistently
successful. It gives Miss Rose Ce-
cilia Shay, who appears as Paul
Jones, an ample opportunity to dis-
play her exceptiomil ability as both
an actress and her wonderful voice.
Matt Grau, under whose direction
th is touring, has gatherede opera
for Mies Shay a1 supporting company
width has won and sustains the rep-
utation of being the best singing or-
ganisation on the road this season.
"My Friend Front Arkansas."
It will be a bit strange if the beau-
tiful conw Mdy drama, "y Friend from
Arkansas," eresentect, by Robert Sher
man's excellent company of players
does riot become as popular as "Way
_Down East." 'Ilse play has. proven
decidedly interesting and it is it plea,
use to note that the pub4c taste ..
affairs of the theater are again turn-
ing to the good, wholesome plays:
that tell coherent stories as does "My
Friend from Arkansas." The above
play will be seen at The Kentucky'
Saturday matinee and night.
"%taster *own's" Pup Sure Cure for
Slues
Asni 
a general thing ;t is r-Aier)
diva or safe to call a man • -
man a dog. But the man isle, ap-
pears in the role of Buster Brown's
faithful friend Tire is no dog and yet
we would be willing to wage a do/tar
to a dog biscuit that he would be
promptly admitted to any canine con
vention in the land without the wag-
ging of a single dissenting tail. Some
French critic long ago discovered
that when an actor welts especially
competent, high praise might be be-
stowed upon him by a mere mention
of that fact, that tie suceeekd in get-
ting into the rkin of his part. Now
we wish to go on record as sayi^g
that if there was ever an actor who
got mare conapletely into the skin oft
arisathan this same Tige, it has not
been our good fortune to see hi TT!.
This make-believe pup is about the
funniest article that has come along
in many a long day. Ile is warranted
to cure a chronic case of the blues
and the combination of art, Journal-
ism and dramatic effect in "Buster
Brown" will satisfy that element of
the population, which is seeking for
an evening's entertainment, enough
of Buster, little as he is, and of lige,
good old doggie, to please the most
exacting critic. It is an entertain-
ment that is certain to appeal to ;
children and to jurt,i;le eyes eve::
the varying grades of plump fetnin-
inty in the chorus, will probably ap-
pear merely aasso many "booful la-
dies." Buster exhibits a very varigat
ed assortment of stage tricks. He
can sing, dance and act and does all
creditably, being genuinely funny,
and in addition he adds to the even-
ing's merriment with a curtain speech
ia which he thanks ill the little boys
and girls in the audience for bring•
ing their parents to see the show.
Of the specialties the best is a march
arid drill of the girls in Scotch. cost-
umes, providing the climax to the
firet act. This number is very hand-
somely dressed and the mantuvers
are executed in such a manner at to
indicate laborous Atd The
Kentucky Monday matinee and night,
,
A Scene from "HANS an' NIX," at The Kentucky Tonight.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
&JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
•••
the e Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W, C. Gray, Proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIIIS.
Everything seasonable In the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday hatch for 35 cetn...
"I715, HIGH TIME"
•
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at work for you at compound in-
terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
MECHANICS
and FARMERS
SAVING
BALK,
. • %.-Avammonems
aimink 
--227--
Broadway,
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
',3Os ggeadvpay Pboa.eOfke 1115—fteskleace 1696
'The Paraders."
Lee Barth, the unction. and. jolly
Baron Von of 'the T.1 Salle
li• v!re ,.rrA;; 1 .1n nT. "T1 •
you several months, and
etory theetrical life which is reailyiblen been able to get out of you
worth re-hashing: Barth states that
Campbell & Camphtell, Attorneys. 
during his yourMer theatrical days heft)" 
been board, and deuced Pciwir
The newly electedmayor of Gu. company barnstortrung
. the . 
board at that. I have a family de-
was a merither of a small crosser:ads
":torib , England, was fortherly a 
West.
 
Sglia;4es were 44.1421. trrertitt :Pcindiehave tnwtenr'inty-fill: dolangt"lat-s7sini'dlIhentutPt.
shot of my discourse is that must
tailor. So lie was 'tale to make his and 
financial affairs were at a VerY have it "Twenty-Aye dollars,-
own official robes. 
low ebb. Finally Barth, who for sear-
eral weeks had received riot 
ing but
his bare living expenses, 
decided to
lodge a most vigorous protest. 
So,
rdnekire. cortrage, the finally 
went
tsaid the tenepluseed manager, look-
ling as if the magnitude of the summight cause a fainting spell, "Tweet-•v•five bones it is," reiterated the
ing fom yon'r 
ti'
r'struly teanat" Twen
ed the manager; "why, my boy, if I
' trOtip
"
ey-five ..ollare," again feebly exclaim-
had fr35 I'd start a 'number a
"Wanted—Two waitresses, bloom-
er costume. Railway. Dicing rooms,"
is an advertisement which recently
appeared in an Australian journal.
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COUNTY COURT
ELIX RUDOLPH QUALIFIES ,
#AS GUARDIAN FOR EMMA '
DAVIS.
The Marriage Licenses Issued and 1:1
IDeeds Lodged for Record—
Creassy Company.
Felix Rudolph, Public adrninistra-
Am-, yesterday qualified before the
nnty clerk as guardian for Emma
Avis, a minor.
Property Sold.
Land lying oat in the county has
been sold by W. L. Pugh to W. T.
Cooper for ;too, and the deed was
filed for record yesterday with the
s:ounzy clerk.
J. D. Riggs bought from E. W.
Whittemore, for $140, property on,
Jones between Twenty-ninth and
Thirtieth streets.
Property lying in Grahamvilk has
been bought by Charles E. Walker
from E. G. Powell for $550.
W. F. Morris transferred to the
Paducah Box and Basket company
property near the Union depot for
$2,400.
Property on Goebel avenue was
sold to F. C. Hodges by W. A.
Good for $87o.
Property lying in the Fountain
park addition has been transferred
by George Rock and others tp C. G.
Acker for $160.
Lamed to Marry.
The county clerk has issued mar-
riage licenses to the following part-
ies: Arthur Burton, aged 21, and Em-
ma Davis, aged to, of the city; Jas.
U. Reid, aired 13. of Bandana, and
Lila A. Thomas, aged e4 of Ingle-
side, Ballard ottitty: Thomas H.
Hall, aged 32, and Irene Scott, aged
22, of the city.
A colored couple securing a license
they being Fred Jordan, aged 56, and
Nina Stanley, aged 48, both of the
city This is the second adventure
for each.
• Incorporating Articles.
The Creasey & Co. concern filed
articles of incorporation yesterday
web the county clerk. It has a cap-
ital stock of $2,300, subscribed for as
follows: L. L. Creases% Sso; Jennie
W. Creasey, $2,44o; W. V. Eaton,
Sys The company will do a general
merchandise brokerage business.
•
HER KIMONA
A NEWLY MARRIED MAN
THOUOHT 'SOMETHING
AWFUL HEAR.
He Had Visions of His Sweet and
Innocent Wife Upon the Hor-
rible Operation Table.
Rudy, phillips & Co.
57 Heinz
Variei ies
219-223 BR ADWAY
SPECIAL °7ariFeiiiensz
FOR THIS MORNINGi
WE WANT YOU TO DO YOUR SHOPPING 
IN THE MORNING
TO AVOID THE AFTERNOON RUSH, SO WE 
HAVE INAUGUR-
ATED SOME MORNING SPECIAL SALES 
AND FOR THIS
MORNING OFFER THE FOLLOWING: . r. VglYi
too LACE CURTAINS, 31/2 YARDS LONG, $1.50 VALUE,
PER PAIR  
6 9x12 AXMINSTER RUGS. WORTH S25.00,
SLIGHTLY SHOP WORN, FOR 
25 SMYRNA RUGS, Sa.so SIZE, SLIGHTLY SHOP
WORN, FOR .. . • • •
$1
$18.50
 
$1.75
15 REMNANTS OF LLNOLEUMS, MEASURING FROM 5 TO 3sc..
12 YARDS, WORTH FROM Sec TO 65e, TO CLOSE AT
57 Heinz 57
VARIETIES
?Free Demonstration:
THIRD FLOOR
•
RUDY, PHILLIPS co
A pretty good joke was told on 3
newly married man who before en-
tering the blissful state of matrimony
lead a bachelor's career for many
years and did not live around where
many women existed, therefore was
not strictly up-to-dste as regards
feminine wearing apparel, which is
varied and sometimes known by
names not familiar to the ears of in-
• experienced men.
The man in question is a good busi-
ness gentlennin of this city and one
'city last week his wife complained
of feeling a little ilk Assuring her
husband that nothing serious was the
matter he went to 'his office, but
naturally hire, the newly mated man
rushed home quick that afternoon
after businesa hours, to be with his
wife. 'When he got there he found a
Vote lying where he could easily
find it, in which his sweet and
thoughfult better half endearingly in-
formed him that she had gone down
to the hospital to see a trifled of 664
about having "her kimono cut di*.
His wife's illness being freteh on his
mind and he not knowing what a
"kimono" was, the hunband quickly
jumped into buggy, rushed to
Riverside hospital, and leaping up the
'stairs to the reception room, excited-
ly informed the attendants that they
must not operate on his wife until
be saw her. Everybody was instead-
Jetely thrown into excitement, fear-
- ing a lunatic had suddenly appeared
on the scent, and all slunk back in
fear of him. They told him his wife
Wall not being operated on, to their
knowledge, but he excitedly replied
ehe must be, and handed one of the
nurses the note his better half had
"left They read the note, and then
a snickering bee commenced with re-
sult they politely informed the newly
• married man what a kimono hap-
pened to be. Rie looked hike a "-dead
ore" for a while, and sneaking out
of the hospital went back home, and
is nowitbuying im all the Christmas
presents to present his friends to try
to keep them quiet on the subject of
"his,ignorance.
lii sicordance with a rit910111 fallow
.erl for ceniteries, when the newly
elected mayor of the borough of Is-
,.J.ingtirin, London, first took his seat
oft the bench, ,am a magistrate he was
fined $1.25.
••••••• .•••••• 0000
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MAJOR BACK
DEPUTY MARSHAL SAUNDERS
HAS RETURNED FROM
GRAVES COUNTY.
Next Friday Judge Evans Hears
Temporary Case, and January tat
Permanent Question.
4•01110•1••••••••1111=••••
'Deputy United States Marshal
George Saunders returned yesterday
morning from near 'Hickory Grove,
Graves county, where he went and
served on L. E. Stevenson the injunc-
tion papers in the suit filed against
him in the federal court by the Illi-
nois Cental railroad to prevent Stev-
enson from proceeding to collect the
$10,000 verdict granted trim in the
state circuit court for the death of
hit wife, who -was killed on the rail-
road trestle by a freight train near
Diawson three years ago, while she
was there attending the I. C. em-
ployes big annual picnic.
Judge Evans has notified the part-
ies to the action that tomorrow in
Louisville he will bear the petition
which was filed with Clerk John R.
Puryear, here, and forwarded to the
judge at the Falls City. This hear-
ing tomorrow is for the temporary
restraining order, while the first of
next month there comes up before the
judge the question of -making the
temporary order a permanent one.
The injunction suit was filed by the
I. C. in the federal court because
this suit was dismissed in that trib-
nnal. The judgment was gotten in
the state court.
POLICE COURT
FANNIE WILSON GIVEN CON-
TINUANCE OF FIGHTING
CHARGE
L. H. Bowers Was Held to the
Grand Jury on the Charge of
Stealing a Bicycle.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was continued until today
the warrant charging Fannie Wilson
with fighting and bruising Sherman
Mills. The female is mistrese of a
resort on West Court street, while
Mill. is a bartender.
Ella Prewitt was fined $t and
costs for being drunk.
Bert Baker and George Stevenson
were fined $20 and costs each for be-
ing drunk and disorderly.
Tbere was dismissed the petty lar-
ceny charge against Floyd Smith,
who was accused of stealing $3 from
another negro at the Pelmet Trans-
fer company's stable on Jefferson
street.
'L. 11 BOwer was held to the grand
jury. in $3oo ott the charge of stea:-
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTATC VIISTERN KENTUCKY FARM. EAS1P
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. vEnreiriv
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FM TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
1117.1s6 • q w. wIlr rrMO.L. efttlluiimaK
ing a bicycle from Henry Bougeno,
who bad left the bike standing out in
front of his place od Broadway.
There was cootinued the warrant
charging Gene Hudson with carrying
concealed weapons.
In order to go through the pre-
liminary Judge Sanders held Watt
Kennett, Frank Kinnon and Ed War-
ren over to the grand jury on the
charge of murdering Harvey Johnson.
the negro stabbed to death down at A Nice Programme For the Gather-
Second anri Kentucky avenue several ing, Which Will Be Conducted
days ago. at Fancy's School House.
COUNTY TEACHERS
IMPORTANT DECISION.
Newport, Ky., Dec. 6.—Harry
gpinks wae awarded judgment for
$37,000 against the United States Life
Insurance company on a policy held
by his father. It was allowed to
lapse in [898, and thirty-three days
a ter ward the elder Spinks was
drowned Spinks sued on the ground
that dividends clue were sufficient to
keep the policy in force. Judge Ber-
ry held for him and gave the $25,000
judgment on the policy, with $t2,000
interest and coats.
INCREASED TWO DOLLARS.
' LouisviNe, Ky., Dec. 6.—Advices
from Frankfort, Ky., says that the
state bOard of valuation and assess-
ment has fixed the state and county
tax on whisky at $to a barrel. The
tax last year was $8 a barrel. The
tax is paid when the whisky is taken
out of bond.
When about to be married, a
young woman in We discover
eel that her birth had never been reg-
istered, and so her birth and marriage
weer announced simultaneously.
Thomas Pice, the new premier of
South Australia, sstho has come into
office as the head of the labor govern
ment, is a matt who can claim to
have risen from the ranks.
A new French Order of Mlerit is on
the point of being instituted.
ANOTHER INSTITUTE AR-
RANGED FOR THE RURAL
DISTRICTS.
The teachers of the county schools
are preparing for their big institute
which will be held December 16th at
the Farley school house, just out of
Paducah on the Benton road. A cor-
dial invitation is extended to every-
body to attend, the arrangements for
the gathering being made by M. V.
Wier, C. Harkey and S. J. Billing-
ton, latter superintendent of county
schools. They have outlined the fol-
lowing programme that evidences
many interesting parts:
to A. MI., Devotional Exercises—
Rev. A. N. Sears,
The Study of My Pupil:
(a) His Disposition, Miss Dora
Draffen.
(b) His Home Relations, Seth
Boaz.
(c' His Ability, Mts. Ruth Brook-
shire
(d) His Future. •
What can be done to give the chil-
dren of the Country Schools Better
Educational Advantages? Mrs. Broad-
erS0t11.
Noon Recess.
I P. M., Cooperation of Parents
with Teachers, M. V. Miller.
The Care of Truants, W. T. Har-
rison, Henry Yarbrough.
The Graded Common Schoillti What
It Is and What It Does. A. M. Rags-
dale.
Report of the First District Assn-,
ciatiots—W. T. Lawrence, Keeneri
Rudolph and Ji. S. Ragsdale. .
1
DOROTHY'S I
TALKED ABOUT
A Tis is What She Said:
While strolling down the street one day,
I passed a group that seemed quite gay.
Of merry, laughing girls;
And one girl cried: "Come help me choose
A pair of patent leather shoes—
Let's all go down to Rock's!
"I want my feet to be admired;
I want them never to be tired.
And there they fit me, girls.
It's DOROTHIES they sell, you know,
And that is why they please me no—
Let's all go down to ROCK'S."
I We have the swellest -line of shoes
ever brought to Pfichicah. Come
take a look and satisfy yoursgf.
110.110CkSHOECO.1
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction
321 Broadway Paducah
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••811066184MMINI00841600000111111)
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Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAI
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC, YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO WATCH
FOR THE srAu. Sell OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AlteL SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ti/sc PER SINGLE ROLL,
DR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLic ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, toe, i5C, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVls.ABLK COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGZD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BBADINGS ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKSAND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YCJJ RIGHT AND
calm YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
• C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH. KY
MAIM, triNfitR & co.
USE KEVIL'S
.11ri otocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
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A notable omission from the presd
dent's message, but One which- was
eat uneepeeteds weeeade felt to
the tariff question or the- Conreinn
even in his own party for a revision
of the law. This fact is remarkable
bemuse it shows the white feather
on:the part of Mr. goosovele, as only
; few months ago re>, public man had
*tore to say on the tariff than the
president. He ckarly dropped the
question to curry favor with the anti-
saileciad rate faction and the stand -
Patters, hut he may he playing a
finer -haus) in politics than even the
leading politicians and the public
generally thinks. The Register does
riot believe the president belongs to
the white feather brigade ,and has a
strong idea that be hes a tariff revis-
ion card up his sleeve to play when
he thinks the time propitious. His
past indermernee in all matters and
bis idea of duly, whether right or
wrong, will, we believe, juetify rise
"belief held that the peSident has not
•
deserted the people ore the tariff
'question yet.
"Frenzied Finance" Lawson COIlle3
to the lure again with another expose
proposition. This time he wants a
national investigation of all corpora,
tOfl maturgers erill he wants Press-
dent •Roose vek to start the action.
In a late interview Lawson says:
r•Give es a rational irivestigution
son tie lines of the one Hughes has.
conducted in.New York, and it will
show a condition so horrible that we
will forget the insurance revelations,"
• said Lawson.
"I will, within the next twenty
'4ays; addrt‘ss an 43 pen letter to Presi-
'.iient Roriteveltedthe one man they
can't touch—the one. man who is
mending out alone' battling againet
• ' the combiaed nnisicrupidout brains
; 'nod ttickery of the country.
lay a proposition before the
president. If be (fakes the suggestion
the rate queitiOn and other things
will settle themselves."
It is safe to wager that Lawson
will write the president, as he de-
dares 'he will, and that what he has.
• 
ti, 99y will be creditable ti,kjnuself
and unnerving to the. so-called cor-
poration magnate..
04 the 280.000 positlore in the ex-
ecutive civil service of the govern-
ment, more than 171,000 arc ,subject
tri competitive examinations under
tbe civil service rules. During tee
year, by Postmaster Cortelyou's or-
der, 7o,o6o places were added to the
competitive list and taken out of the
rPrige of arbitrary political patron-
age. The commiseion ill its annual
report proposes the charging of a
nominal foe for entrance to the exam-
rirsatiLlnu, which it believes will have
the effect of limiting applications for
*flfl1kn to' eidifie who aetttalte'
.desire to enter the service, and thus
relieve examining boards of the task
oi examining many who make uppli-
cation simply because the oppottun-
, agorcliekt;, twitholit appareotly
.oPtirpost thirty curiosity hr)t,
pie desire to try 'the experi7nent. In
return for the small fee the commis-
sion proposes to furnish a manual of
information which will eare applie
cents the expense of special prepara-
tion to which mord go under a mis-
taken understanding of the test.
, I - 
When the "naachine" in the state
hal, ceased its operations ,there wig
be lest noise in the politics of this
idiVle:d4ftin nett.' Vfitit*edeflon of:
-the old contention against home
for the Irish.
already been introduced, thoughilt is
to be opposed by some of re old
fighters of the proposition and the
compromiie " disappointini to
ma* of the fotteer best frieneta of
t -
theeeneteaunr. • •
The resiideras oe Ireland, andeiner-
ticularld tele politicaj leaddcrsi ark it.e-
iriicing river their 1 vici6rie4/ itt jie
.English pazliarnept all4- the- vas/Ann
'prospects of lambs achieving itsomc
nage for the Green Islande, The *erg-
ing prospects are that the long Wagid
war of the Isish'for home rule will
be crowned with success just when
it wee perhaps least ed.pected. There
has 'for years been a 'growiteg eis'Pee
eition among thedEngfish diectorate
for peace between England and Ire-
land and, therefore, a disposition to
secure this even at the sacrifice of
rule
The bill-hoppers of congress—that
of the house especialty--promrses to
be filled to overflowing, during the
preasnt session, so...geident is the de-
sire of the membersko-deietimething
for their constituents trs:t and the
country second. But it is not the
bilis introduced which interest the
petiole most; it is the bifle which will
be or are enacted into laws the peo-
ph have the deepest interest in. They
will, rhareforeatastalcit and niote the ef-
fective work. of dongress with no lit-
tle concern.
• 
The comment upon the president's
message is wide. The republicans germ
erally pity it is ell right. arid the dein-
°crate edam it:ne weak • in essentials."
It is perhaps not stating,the case too
Strong to say that the message has
created and will further cause more
than the usual talk and consederatiou.
The propositions within the docu-
*slew, perticularly the redivide rate
matter, has drawn much attention.
•
• It is not certain thatLord kowit •
berry has looteall political promin-
ence in England notwithetao,Ing he
and his cabinet had to retire. It is
now said that if the liberals win it
the approaching election the lord wO
he made prime mini.ter of Great
Britoin, which will g...e 14ti even
snort prominence.
SCHWAB CASE
REFEREE BAGBY WILL TAKE
SAME UP THIS AFTER-
NOON.
Judge Lightfoot Will C:nvene the
Fiscal Court About the iSth of
This Month
Referee E. W. Baeby, of the bank
rupt court, returned yesterday from
Hopkinsvilie, where ise, was called on
legal business. On ari-iving hotne he
set this afternoon at .3 o'clock as the
time to take up the M00199 Schwab
tiankrupt preiceeriinz Wherein Trus-
tee -Boyd, of the taakeitpt estate,
claims that Schwab has; not properly
aceoduted for $10,000 coming into his
hands through his, business. .
Fiscal Court. i
Judge Lightfoot has decided td call
the fisoal court into session about
the r8th of thismonth, which it one
week from next Monday, for thei pur-
pose of faking eett - Veitilt.Sher
i•live - rut fort - of tax
lentiEwit
cot el* , gotniq Ay r. 'Before
that time the shertff virtually dielces
his settlement with Justice R. J! Bar
her, who 19 the receives- for the pgisei•
r
ty. The receiver thee siettles etth
the fiscer everrt for the sheriff,' who
,i; alwayd there with his recoils to
'(plain everything.
Catifoenia delsgadem in, con-
gress has agreed on and wili .press
„a hill to exclude Japanese. and
Coieans as well as Chinese The
, tire deledeided disietstor the bill
noise will ineart'lreace, good order,
happiness and all eke which will
prove blessing- to She people.
A cornparisoo of ProOdent Roose
veil's remarks upon the rate question
in his last message and those made
in his message to the congress pre-
ceding must itcloress any one strong-
ly with the idea tAat the president
has modified. his vitws and therefore
strengthened the cause. Hitherto the
p -sident has insisted upon the rate
ming effective at once, with a
judioial review after, but he modifies
this plan so that while the interstate
c?snmerce commission shall have the
power toifix rates 1.'n challenged
cases the 112,1J:1 Shall become effectAre
CHILD BURNED 7-00 WEST
"•-••
ELIZABETti OVERSTREE7
PULLED KETTLE OF WA- SUPT. MUSCOE BURNE17 HAS
TER OVER ON HER. GONE TO KANSASCITY.
e
Sampel Pryor Fell From Wagon and
Wheels Passed Over His Body
—Miss Ballowe Lingers.
Elizabeth Overstreet, agsid five
years, is lying seriously. burned on
her lower limbs at the family borne,
Sevener and Clay. streets. Slap is the
child of Mr. 01/11'3. Street who is con-
nected with the Bauer pottery, one
block away. Night 4tefcire last the
after a reasonable time. This rrsodi- little girl was out ins the kitchen of
fication it is generally agreed will • het ir .home, when stlie$tilled- oadton
save the fate of the bill which has 14,11).ch most painfull
Ihienthsreeh: a kettle of scalding hot -water
y burped., 'her
- t
%..; • At'
Driver Injured. _
Sampel Pryor ilia confitteA to his
bed at -hi S 'home -aeveralintides from
tow non the Benton road, with pain-
ful injuries to thei,bdidjr cabled by
the wheels of his graeel wasp() pass-
ing over him on that road yesterday
at noon, when the vehicle %%ivied s
dropped into a hole and jot Pier
horn his seat. He landed Mir frord
of the wheels which`went ote
sbefore the team was stopped. 11,, itW. M. Fryer's son.
Still Lingers.
Mies Alice Ballowe continues to
linger at the home of her brother,
Mr. Robert Ballowe, of the Cark'd
river section of the county. The doe-
t'Ors now state she has a good chance
to recover from the severe burns she
sustained setseval ;days ago when her
clothing ignited from the grate fire.
THE MEANEtt OF ALL
GRAFTERS.
(Memphis News-Scsmitar.)
In the general uprising .against
graft one of the meanest of all the
grafters has esscaped
maker of adulterated food.
The secretary of agriculture says
the people are 'being cheated every
year out of more than a billion dol-
lars through the substitution of
cheap stuff and poisonous stuff in
their daily food. Henry I. Dodge,
one of the best posted 'writers, says
it amounts to dyer two trillion—or
Woke each person in the - United
States. This grafter is—
A poisoner.
The health of millions is affected by
his adulterated food. Disease and
death is traced directly- to hint. Mid
in myriad cases, where the victim
does not dream of the cause, vitality
is sapped and the seeds of disturb-
ance sown He is also-- '
A swindler. •-
•Hr clainne--wbiett La not true—
that his adulterated geode are as
good as any.'. Taking' him at his
word he has mind/eel+ his customer.
The customer hes tionglist# one thing,
the manufacturer has sold him an-
other—and a ;cheaper., He is also—
A counterkiter... . , .
He puts false labels on his goods
He doe-it not !Ash to c llarefuFhOun-
terfeit the labels' of Well 'known
home and foteign.heands. .511e. puts
the "Pure Apple jaens'i label 'of a
laments community product on his
stuff which is a decoction of carrots
and seaweed Hi takes the ciditree
carp froni. the ponds - of Illinois and
makes of it the faintiturpinit,ealmon
ni the ,Coltenbia. This tevoillerer
is—
A low-lived robber.
He robs the mother cif ,a lobe of
her mild. He robs the ehil4 'of the
candy it hurt. Tic sneaks -into the
humble kitchens of the poor and
filches their food. His crime it
against' the race. Ile is baser than
the house theif. But—
He is smart:
This poisoner, swindler, counter-
feiter and common robber has not
only escaped the penitentiary and the
gallows, but-the senate of. the United
States from passing a pure food bill.
Oh, be is tineart. He robs people of
their health anclemoney every meal
they cat, and he is still highly re-
spectable.
Another Men's Meeting.
—
,Rev. Dr. Cates, of the First Bap-
tist church protracted meeting, has
arranged for another men's meeting
to be conducted Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 eeckdk on the second floor
of the dhurcli. At that time he will
speak to mien on but has not yet
selected his subject. At thee same
hour a prayer service for the women
will he held on the first floor and ev-
erybody is cordially invited to at
tend.
Yesterday morning the divine
preached on "Crying Faith,"
while at night "his theme wad 'The
Blood." Both were very eloquent
and abbe efforts, and resulted in about
ten conversions being made alto-
gether.
About seventy-five conversions
have heen effected since the me elinu
started two weeks ago from last Sun
day, while tubout thirty-five additions
aye been effeebed for the cedgretra-
don, It IS More than prerbablesibet
the erneetinge edit continue
next week. 1,•
In the wrecking of a steamier which
went ashore off Meat Cove, C. B.,
eleven lives lost. The wreck oc-
curred in a storm.
ses
On His Return He war Have Copies
of the Ratite Charged by All
Five of the Cities.
them k
new sclitedele
gurated !the idiest
is possrlde to get things in shape "by
that time.
Superintendent Burnett, however,
doubts if they ican start the new ar-
by the diet of tist. mew
year, as there is a world of work too
nectecl with the mammoth ateseli-
ous project and it takes molies.
get things ;revised completely "-or
adoption.
Superintendent Muscoe Btnnett, of
the waterworks company, is erpected
home today or-tomorrow from Kan-
sas City and St. Louis, Mo., where
he went the first of this week to: get
copies of the various schedutes of
prices-- maintained- isr those cities-  hr
the water companies supplying witer :
to 'the public. With procurance off
the ratios of these citifs Mr. Buriwtt
will then have in his possession the
prices prevailing there-,and also at,
Louisville, Cincinnati and Nashvgle,
Term. These. are the five cities
named in the local company's- fester
dhise, when it is stipulated the Padri-S
cab concern must charge a price. ff,r1
water similar those Of the fide -me
side plates. - NOw fhibil te hist' ;
them the superintendent will corn
mence revising and regrading the fig-
ures so as to #quali an cid
where the
be i
Month,
CENTRAL ELECTS,
SEMI-ANNUAL ELECTION BE-
ING PREPARED FOR BY
UNIONS,
Present President Peter Smith Re-
mains le an Unchanged Condi-
tion at His Home.
• -
^.7710I/11111/Yeetegelleleee
The most important seseicin the
Gentral Labor Melon can bold is that
for this eveningeturd titet of the en-
suing meeting night, because the semi
annual election of officers will be
conducted.
The Centre' Labor Union is made
up of delegates from the subordinate
unions, such as printers, cigarmakers,
plumbers, eirpentars, etc. TRis eve-
elieg else body will nominate members
for the ckffenent position, in the or.
gaeteation, *bile the next regtear
meetings * which is the evicting
of 
- atst, the election will
be conducted anal there chosen for
each respective plaee whoever stands
in the favor of the majority.
•••••
Abort the game.
Mr. Pelee Sirnifh, the president of
Central Labor Union, remains con,
fined. at his home with paralysie,
which 
-eve/tie him last IMMO.* and
afflicts the gentkrnarl in such a man-
ner that he cannot leave his room.
Althdugit hs is the present proeidetle
of the Central body others have been
filling his chair during hits ailment,.
Mr. Charles Hart. the boiler maker,
is the actihg president, and may be
elected to the executive chair, at 'he
has run things in a very business-like'
arid progressive manner since acting
president.
• Nothing Yet bone.
The strike situation continues the
same as regards the Amnon street car
tootwarie.o and oosciactors -being out.
Both sides are firm in, their demancil
and will not give in. Another meet
ing was held-last ever'e% by the
bort committee that 'he' in charge
qeestion of running automobiles in
opposition to the car lines.
The strike situation remainn un-
changed at the marine ways, where
the union caulker, and carpenters
have been out since the first of Jan•
uary. The plant i running along
smoothly, however, with all the men
they desire, but they are nets-union-
ists.
I
Not Uncommon.
Kukker—See the chauffeur who went
t13 trifles in 121 minutes?
Rocker--That's nothing unusuafp
Kiss Prettyglrl grew fully as distant
the ULM time I Milled on bar—N. Y.'
Sun.
The Futility of. Fame.
"What makes that great man so cyn-
leal,about fame?"
',Ha hag just smoked one of the olgd
am that were named after him."—
Washington Star.
duggling with Figures.
Yeast—What do you think of
Idea fle 1/222 wearing corvette?
Oriensonbeak—Oh, I tnet believe in
Allowing men to juggle with figurate—
Yonkers Statesman.
The Candidate's _Danger.
Candidate—I want to kiss the baby.
Miss Atitiqued-Er—I'm the youngest
the ft etity.—N. Y. Sam
MASS OF SORES THEI!!!!-Nr:Y5
Awful Suffering of Little Roy • TO-NIGH
from an Itching Humour
CURED BY CUTICURA
Not One Square Inch of Skin on
His Whole Body Unaffected
"My little son, ahoy of five, broke
out with an itching rash. Threes doc-
tors prescribed for him, but he kept
getting worse until we could not dress
him any more. They finally advised
me to try a certain medical college,
but its treatment did no good. At the
time I was induced to try Cntieura
be was so bad that I had to cut his
hair off and put the Cuticurs Obit.
ment on him on bandages, as it was
impossible to touch him with the bore
hand. There was not one square hitch
of skin on his whole body that was
not affected. He was one mass of seam.
The bandages used to stick to his skin
and in removing them it used to take
the skin off with them, and the
from the poor child were heart-b
Sag. I began to think that he wank,
get well, bet after the second
_application of Cuticura diutment I
and four
began
the,ta alW third th appli-
to see signs of improvement,
.leations the sores commenced to dry
up. His skin peeled off twenty times,
but led:malty yielded to the treatment.
Now I can say that he is entirely
cured, and a stronger and healthier
boy you never saw than he is to-d'."
ROBIIRT WATTAM, 4922 Center
Ave., Chicago, Ills Dec. ets, 1897.
SIX YEARS LATER
Fir. Wattam writes
"Your letter of the 2 I st in regard to
the c of my little boy at hand. I
am y thankful to say that the ewe
by the Cutieura Retnedieethas
bees smtthororh 7deccalthdcweeda,cacagoF r23,1903. 
oritirrilramertw 
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Tope, NIGHTtia Dec J.
The La Salle Theatre, Chicago
Announce the greatest success in the
history of America's Greatest
musical playhouse.
MEM',
ME:
parader°
With the original ensemble of
FIFTY PEOPLE
Including the Original
LaSalle Broilers -
The greatest musical organization
America.
OPrices: 25, 35, 50, 75 and fir oo
Scats on sale Monday at g a.m.
THE TWO RAPP-- BOYS
--. DIXON & FIELD ,
N
"Hans an' Nix"
A Magnificent, Merry, Melodious
Masterpiece.
Book by Kerker Morton.
Music by /Howard Waster.
A comedy different from all others
Compares favorably with the best.
Prices: 25, 35, so and 75c.
Seats on sale Wednesday at g a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Fri NIGHT 8
MATT GRAU Preterits
Rose:Cecilia Shay
• AND A
CARFULLY SELECTED COMPANY
In the Comic Opera Success
rAuL , jogs
Beautiful Chorus—Catchy Music.
Prices: as, 35, so, 75, $t. and Soso.
Seats on sale Thursday at g a. m.
THEKENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
iMATINEE AND'
Night
'Saturday, Dec. 9th
Robert Sherman's Great Comedy
Drama
"MY FRIEND •
FROM
ARKANSAW"
1,11 Interesting Story of Huainan
Nature
Introducing good up-so-date Spec-
ialties.
See the Great Mob Scene.
' See the Funny Country Boy.
Ste the Adkansaw Farmer.
Fun From Beginning to End—Don't
in Fail to See It
Prices! Matinee, children inc.
adults 25c. Night: 25, 35. so and
75 cents.
Seats on sale Friday at g a. m.
FOR YOUR BENEFIT
We tell you about
Our Doll Sale Dec. 7th 8th and 9th
Next Thursday, Friday and Saturday
se-inch jointed French Bisque Doll, sleeper, 3 days only, at 25c, worth Soc.
4-inch Kid Body Bisque Doll, 3 clays only, at ace, well worth 35c.
de have dais of all kinds, Bisque Dolls, Kid Dolls, Dressed Dolls,
Ctees Dells, eac.
Don't forget our Chinaware sale continues until December 9th.
Darbour's Book Department
SEE THE BIG FREe.did JOINTED BISQUE DOLL TO BE GIV-
EN AWAY ON CHRISTMX:-
WATCH
OLFF
Jewelry Store
this display windows for SPECIAL sale
CHRISTMAS GIFTS. '
of
Subscribe forthe Register.
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4 City tsrupl„yes to street, and naming these mains over
work rienionwr on the ,,te st !tit lying towards Cross creek- beyond Ken-
tneky avenue, so as to carry- off t
along, the improvement at rnsny
fiOrinnt, so as to get Vise thortseeidare *fact water. In , 
the hole
in good shape. The inspector is to
ptacinn undergtotmd mains 'from thethe intprovttneut before their reepet-
ties; property. In this connection big plot of ,vacant gteund behind the
Strett Inspect 'Alonzo Elliott was tenni-ied hospital on West Jefferson
ordered to put
- *a11 - fl?14 c 1 tried -forward Yesterday 134 worlla noltinle issaied the your ny to
ninashington tp make out t lho n"t Praetic 4 e" le liiht' inleenhelli
egaigat- abia abutting row know what deiects exatieediesefarding1
ing ne would properly construct the
concrete pavesnients that go en both
sides of Jefferson Iron) F(owtopith to,
:1*-7/-r."7-.60itoe'•lee.-4-__. _ ._ O..
Contrector' -Bridge*. has excavated   
the eisbeavielke on lower _Kentucl.neovie
flue, oreparatory to laying the çc
Crete invent:cots. He has done 1Ne-
evise. on Wert Jefferson! street; A* it
is. tosfiete in the cold SeaSOrti to Vier'
The Third Street Improvement and mit of concrete walks being laid, and
iSettement Therefore, With Other tne excavations have made the
Business Considered. • : ap sidewalk* nearly itentassable,
, board ordered the contractor to
..' in dui excavation, with cinders!1
n. let tinings oetnain until next s.pr
Yesterday allern09. ln A Ilbe tive'tmit -*hen the-pavan:watt will be laid.
of the board of public works this . Bridges is to do no more excava
body instructed Contest-tor Bridges until pernvitto by; Alt, city magi r,
to immediately make out a statement Coocrcee cannot be laid &wing ld
sho=o4eirituttriasic,14is' nimp Ahn tn, *3 weenier. And t*e ,einster
pre% 
are to be
r food*. Mit itett in thk.holatith SAO
wort' of reconstructIng Third onset wile be so te. cult
i Wend Kauoteke avettoe to Broad and untie fokesnWitiow,blii,
lice' t ;Booed over to Fourth, str4etteitit 
..
The cintract th the ems
ulate:Chiat lis—ibould" get- ttre' itieJ
preeminent finished by the. first <A
November, but be did not complete
the undertaking until last week The
agreements ka. the lealidiat* IgOrMled
that for every day beyond
t. that the imbroneenetar
completed that tip centrackir shoe
be compelkd no pay $to into the ei
treasury. There were metty least day
on which the urea could not woek,
%%shine weeks at a time the improve-
.
argest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction 6uaranteed
Paducah's Qnly Exclusive Furniture Dealers 
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
PUBLIC WORKS
A WORKING SESSION OF
BOARD HELD YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON.
trargle 1
OTS1t1
a -
tine boards: p niv jar* rdirliglan' side -
i walks. on names etreet.
I Martin Yopp applied to the board
I for poseessionr of the meat stall
forme* occu*ed at the market house
T Wes Flowern who has vacatediitc, left the *lace empty. The itaW
lio 
. •
40en leased to any other.
*fent Keebler, of the
'gbt plant, reported to. ths
dinthat he had sold the hare cut
there. He was instructed to imrnele
mem had to be etovitted because itirolately make up the reoort, *hoeing
rnilhenof Evaltatrille, did woe ele0 6i,e-jthe neede of thia department next
. water promptly' the consignment -et
brick for tne work, ho hoeing the con
tract to "apply the material. Mr.
Bridges will be given credit by tate
city for only those days ire wak prov
identally prevented from working.
velfrile those days °gentians ceased
on aceseast of delayed arrival .or the
!nick tie will besharged op with, and
then if tie whole shows he could,
have finitehed by November tst, hr
will be nude to pay tiro each &ay for
all those beyond the lame limit. Mr.
Bridges will then have to 'hind Lent
responsible and not the city,. tha the
board oi work* looks to Bridges and
the'lattee will to* to loc& to Lace
if the latter'e dilatory shipments was
• exacted fr dges.
the cause 7,filament of ehe penakies
I.
'the board cif worts inspected tire
•she uent -Tuesday • but scainnot
neake final settlement until they as-
certain the 'number of days the work erfenlies then IPPense4 the'- noard
11
r.
the belied instructed City Ejwarineeer make the ezerision. led t s was
4 5(n..how rritich each ihr petition, er--
„ comsat.” Bridges for tobsrt part...0( The 1lknol Central railroad is
year, so the board 'an estimate the
probable amount desired in the Not
I ppropriation ordinance
The board decided not to put a• ny
iron railing along the top of the curb
in front of Frank Jones' hardware Yesterday in the circuit court,
stores on Second end Kentucky while the juries were busy with some
avenue. The sidewalk' cult, is three criminal ebiergen• Judge seed made
feet above the brick street and it was some orders in two important civil
feared someone would tumble on actions. One was about the contro-
and hurt themselves, utness an iron versy over the sift insurance of the
raihng was put op, but as Jones' late J. S. (Red) Hebtrard, and the
claim dais wosald interftere with his other regarding the life insurance on
business no railing wilt Ige placed. . the life of the late Herbert A. Rose.
The water coMpany was asked by J. S. Hubbard was a brakeman for
the board to extend its mains on the N., C. & St L railroad is the
South Fifth to Caldvrel) street. The yard, 'here, and ode morning wink
property owners along there corn- engaged in doing !tome stepping in
plainest to the board that they had the yards 'he fell from the top -of a
asked the coulpinty to make the ex- box cart and alighted across the rain
tension. but Mr. Burnett refused sern in such a manner that the car wheels'
the ground the petition for same was passed over his lower limbs Jed
not properly drawn. The property mangled them So that amputation
was necessary. In a few days he
diet! from rhe injuries.
After nis death the railroad paid
his estate $0000 to prevent any dam-
age suit being instituted on account
ot the fate; injury. This Inqney was
placed 'Into the hands of Public Ad-
ministrator Felix G. Rudolph, who
was rook administrator of this dead
man's estate. Hubbard lefta second
wife, Maud Hubbard, and n'fittle
by 'his first wife, the child being
reamed Katie May Hubbard. When
the administrator came to winding
the 'n up the estate the second wife and
cr.eski be .put down_ .the employes kit :Ari(19w set up a claim that gibe was
notify, the N., C.. & St. L. railroadto raise by several inches uhe rne..to big nos in the thoroughfare between etititk-d to all the $1.000 the railroad
ann,competiting plumbers can lay the
connections ift the property owner
so desirers. As to the water com-
pany the solicitor says its. charter is
silent as nentains to win) *tall pay
for putting the piping down from
company's mains underneath the
street, up to line dividing the-private
property from public sidewalk.
After the report was read to the
board President Noble informed the
members that General -Menager John
Bleteker, of the gad company, had
informed hint that hereafter the corn-,
pany would lay- fret of charge the
pipes from underground mains, up to
the curb line of the sidewalk but,
would charge for coming aoross the.
pavement. In this regard the presi-
dent also sent M. Bleecker had
stated they did not -have the exclusive
right of puting piping from the
mains' to meter inside a house, but
that the company voseld do this on
an equitable basis of charge anti
would like for its own plumbers to
do work, inasmuch as they are heid
responsible for maintenance of proper
service.
HUBBARD'S CHILD,
JUDGE REED ESTABLISHED
LEGITIMACY OF THE OFF-
SPRING
Western National Bank Wants the
Insurance Mcney and Same Ad-
• ditional Thousands.
.':-.7-1e, -Where they twist; - gni: -brick
street at Third and Norton. The rails
are seerral inches' betties the top of
the brick street end must be made
level, because as it no r todsplace is
now cccasioned ih '*he theilViaghrare
., and makes a ea. rough plive, peas
'''• *yeti with, • . ,It ie tiled einilis-
ed that the people along ere street
who .have not rebuilt their sidewalk'
that they iniust do so at 1st* . Con-
tractor Bridges executed to bbe
Beard a $7,soo bone, gesrantenenll
that he would keep the brick street
in godd repair for five years. k ,
City Engineer Washington was or-
dslent by Ube board to futwoh proper
grade-; so the surface drain water
could be caeried awiay from the ca-
ner at Councilman Barnetesrcperty
in Meelismiesbtwg. I 
•.4li 
-
hfcs. Woe Rogers; wilots a- grade
from the city eiesineer so olre could
have some concrete curbing put be-
side her property at Fourth and Ella
sixth streets, The board of works
reported back to -the conned that this
A A se intpossible unieste f a. geode wast
-en for the eritiee block,
Street tespectbr` 'Alone° Elliott re-
ported Molt •Ilatiggist John
echlaeger, of.; le end ,
lied raised to the proper ?I ts the
ii0ffinie'o-iirra Illtifft 'of Ithr
wee so low that . ople's ts were
thlotliced in • 1If me.
t e 0 0 I IP'''. Sart-
der* reeidenee • . 6 , 
Wasnington vene,- IreeWt•fn
siop.war rtry out 'ala he .11trrate fireer
the puhlic "sidewalk, ' nave been
notifiefis no distortint. this prgtice
taunedne feat Seerrsj tit _heed. . 1 1
epector was now on-Vied fo not y
_ the .agent for the property and then
• Wit ie not stopped to net warrant'
'1st -the pollee vent- enr. the--nni
owner, cherging violation of the city
14 '.' ler 411hilKilrfo; e- „ t 14 '. r. ' ' 4.
doise4etot.;' *Agee glift4 wfth 44 464,4ar l tionifi kli SOSO etniNfit te!
Broadistia,y and KentuckY avenue. The I company peel the estate and that the
board orderedlign these beeplled tile
to onevei with-the street.
Street Inspettoi Alonzo - Elliott
reported to the board that the !nisi-
awes; letetses- down in the city were
obeying tlie order that they pat mob-
ingebnt store _sweepings, into the gait
age citeethat ere *et out on the pith-
lie sidewalk so,the city cart could
batO away the refuse.• Poe a time
some. Merchanti. irit-otidneil all kinds
of bottles. boxes, paper, etc in the
can", arid -this vionld take "(xi city
carts to haul same- away. On the
sweet inspector notifying the board
of this abuse of the privilege, it was
directed that only !Are sweeping's
be tarried away, old the merchants tion by ordering theadministrator to
are obeying the order.
ltieltitofore the water, company and
torrrpage in -tamnirte- their-service
pipet) into b'Ittldings and resideirces,
have been charging the property
(reser for layig that piping between
the underground mains out beneath
the public .street, ,across the public
perenient 'to the private property
hoe. Gremplsint ,was: made tee the
booed of nre, crititendig that the
tringraies cloth/ riot eharge- thec .priv-
te intoputwn owner' for that piping
oiitg the sidewalk, be-
came the walk is public, and not
"e;nriCeet-t tridNithet . The
hoard of works referred the question
teciolthe pitgoapinanco, nolloor up the
octet flianitialeas cAny -pectin-
es goer-ening the water and gas
1tressterday the solicitor
eentel to the, troll- that he has
litorsiftfily linitietigleten the legal
p Re by looking over ane grants,
n n bfitY says,
citizens
with ge, and does not stipulate they
tould fiat .4dinfride. 444 edliainnining
fosse otoino_te jetiotelnegrope.nny line.
Regard-big—the titl- Crilltpany
griber but ley
dirsii- Oh -MI=
pany has not tMe exIt
little girl was not entitlod to any-
4bitsg. In setting up this contention
the widow asserted that her hus-
band's child by his first wife was in
fact not' his child, but an offspring
that the first wife palmed off on her
then heraband as their baby. The
present widow claimer) some other
outside Hubbard was, father of the
child, This kit the' atimlnistrator in
ignorance as to whether the child
got any of ttse money of the estate
or whether all went to the widow.
who was the seccond wife. In order
tei settle the ,question Mr. Rudolph
filed nit before Judge Reed and yes-
terday that official settled the contra
pay everything over to the child. By
this decision the court settled. that
the girl was the legitimate child of
Hubbard and his first wife, and there
by the only legal heir, except the
dowry the widow gets.
Rose Insurance.
In the suit of the National Life
rnsurance company Felix G. Ru-
dolf/b. administrator of the Herbert
A. Rope estate, the Western Nation-
al bank of Louisville filed a cross
petition claiming the amount of the
policy on the life of Rose, and in ad-
dition asked for a judgment that will
equal $18,893.
During life H. A. Rose took a
$to,oCo policy out in the - National
Life Inetwartee tom-party. Rose was
president of the Kentucky hull and
Lumber company, ante derino }min-
nests dealings with the Western Na-
tional bank at Louisville tioriowed
manrthopeands of dollars fro, that
financial institution- Rove then as-
-signed the $to,o00 life insurance pol-
icy in the Nationa# over to the bank,
to secure some of the indebtedneers.
When Rose nied the /rank claimed
the policy, wilik the estate did like-
wise, aid to settle in the court the
question at to- who gets the trsoniy,
School Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear ,well and Always
Look Neat And sDressy.
4
- - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
Phone orders receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 675
..--soseneese
-
4.44,0
II.J-STMPLVT.A.IRM
We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday display of Silver-
ware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to, come in and see for
themselves our splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are all new,
fresh, no old left-overs from last year. It's a pleasure to show our goods. Again we ask
you to come in and have a look. J. L. WANNER, jeweler, 428B'way, opp. Palmer House.
the irrsurance company' itself filed
suit, making the null and lumber
company and also the -Ross estate.
the defendants. Now the Western
hank comes in yesterday with, its an
swer and cross petition, and sets I::
its dant) to the pa/icy, and asks the
the National company be convene
to, pay over $zenbt to the bank_ as
that in additiorthe bank be given
judgment against R4 )•se and the 111
and Lumber company for $18.893.
HER HEART HE.ALEXI.
Miss Gibney Squelches Her $so,aoo
Broach of Promise Suit.
Pittsburg. Dec. 6.--The famous $50.
000 Stoiner-Gibney broach of prom-
ise case 'has been compromised, after
the. rich. Allegheny chins' "deist si bs
agreed to pay ills former: St.' Lou,
sweetheart ;novo, tad she content
ed to return to him all she jewelto
amounting to Sinop, he gave 'her dis
Mg the important periods of b
coertehip.
'Mies Gibney turned over titst rings,
necklaces, Pins and the dig:no-m.1
brooch which the Aliegherriatt goo
her when she promised to bear his
name. The brooch was a Steiner heir
ksom.
-Miss Gamey was prevent in the
office of her attorneys loneneribugh
to meet Steiner for the last time. She
merely gleneed at him. Steiner pays
d l costs in the. ease.,
OUR SECOND ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS OFFERING.
Each day from now until Janttary
rat, 1906.
..Roger Bros. 1849 Knives and
Forks, $4 so grade, $3 so set.
Genuine Rogers Knives and Forks;
$4 25 grade, $3 oo set.
Genuine Rogers Teaspoons, To-year
guarantee, regular price $r so, 75c
set.
Genuine Rogers Tablespoons, So oo
grade, it 50 set.
A beautiful 8-inch cut glass bowl,
regular $7 5o grade, $3 50 set.
We also have a pretty bowl at
I'-75.
A gold-filled, ao-year case, Elgin
movement, $8.50
We also /save hundreds of other
articles at a price never before offered
in Paducah.
Sae our line of beautiful designs in
hat pins, rings, ladies' and gents'
fobs, gold settings, signet rings.
Come in gird see rum beautiful new
stock and handsome designs. We
are rushing orders in daily for new-
est designs in jewelry. so you will
see the latest by giving our stock a
look over before you buy. The New
Eye See jewelry and Optical Co.,
Engraving free.
J A. ICOMETZKA, Optician.
31 yea Ts' experience. 311 B'wey.
Paducah. Ky
, A large line of Eagle embkine in
stock.
Tlit taste of a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it. If it is
too drys it has a hot, smarting,
tongue-bitin gtaste. If it innoo
moist, its taste is full of nico-
tine.,
Our cigars are kept just right
in all kinds of weather, The
reason—we watch thek.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
•
CV. C AO°
NEW YUMA IAN ANCISCO
ANY TIME it the accepted time
to visit our store.
We are always ready. Our stocks
are never allowed to lose their vari-
ety or attractiveness.
Any time satisfaction does not ac-
company a purchase, your money
back for the asking.
/
edisen 
•
1-m7s and
Holiday
Novelties
THE M n sT VARIED ASSORT-
MENT IN TOWN.
BACON'S
• DRUG STORES.
7th & Jacki^n Ste. phone. 237,& Clay Ste-. Phwle 311.
ASK Tco SEX litE. LARGE
DOLLS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
XMAS DAY
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WM. CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing but the best drugs
at reasonable prices
Hayes'
Seventh
and
Broadway.
" '11 and Brodway.
Dr. A. aurifilith
TR Mtn E ART BUILDING
Beth phone 988 at the oases, both
phones aeo at resident. Office hours
7tog a. in.; to 3 p. rn,, 7toglktles
teprisetamosimar
WAS ATTACHED TO DOCI 
JEWS IN ENGLISH SOCIETY
t: .
The Excellent Welcome and Stand-
ing Which They Find in Sa-
lons at Court.
Singular Surgical Operation That Re-
stored the Use of a
Man's Leg.
Grafting the bone from a dog's lei
onto the leg of a man, to replace somt
Ave inches of bonesthat had been re
moved, and so saving to the man hit
leg, was the remarkable surgical teal
performed by a ic.al surgeon. It wet
She first recorded case of grafting upon
Ike human bone the bone of one of tht
lower animals, says the San Francisco
Chronicle.
' The patient, a Swede, 45 years old,
had faUen about 12 feet to the pave-
ment, causing a compound fracture of
the right leg near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the
course of time five inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing left was amputation. The sur-
geon determined ua attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of a dog to
tee sawed-off end of the leg bone of
the man. A small black and tan dog
'was selected for the experiment, placed
ander ether, and his leg prepared. The
ends of the bones of the man and the
dog were united by silver wire, and
the dog and man fastened rigidly to-
gether in a plaster cast. The report
says:
"The man suffered very little pain
sr inconvenience except for two or
three days, during which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move.
The more the dog would move the
more pain was ineicted upon the man.
The dog soon realized this, se that it
was not necessary after the fourth day
to give the dog morphine to keep him
quiet. The dog ana the man became
very much 'attached' to each other."
Five weeks later the bones had knit-
ted firmly and the dog was removed by
sewing off his leg. The other end of
the new bone was united to the man's
bone without difficulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from the
'dog's leg beeee grown and developed al-
most to the size of the original bone in
the man's leg. The man walks with
a cane, but cart get along without it if
necessary.
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL
Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
Which She Gets Matinee
Money.
"What's a fellow going to do about
It, anyway?" exclaimed a Boston shoe
clerk the other day, says the Shoe Re-
tailer. "It beats me. Here comes in
Miss College Maid, and she Is as fes-
tinating as the ...an be. She picks out
a Sve-dollar pair of shoes as perfectly
• lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up
to par which we certainly will do.
because 'pa' has notified us that his
eredit is '0. K.' and is at his daugh-
ter's disposal.
"But next day in comes Miss College
Maid with her shoes in a box under
her arm. She would 'really like to look
at those $3.50 shoes,' and she finally
MT, them. 'And won't we give her
• 
the change back.' she says with a
smile that will tilt most men from
their balance.
"Of course, if a man made such a
proposition we'd call the police, but
we're apt to bow to the Miss College
Maid with the smile, and band over
the $1.50 to her, as if she had asked
for only a pair of extra shoe Strings.
Then while Miss College Maid trots off
to the matinee to spend our $1.50 we
ruzzle our heads as to whether we
/have been buncoed or v, hether we have
huncoed 'dad,' although, te oe sure,
we charge it to his account.
"And if a fellow once falls a victim
to the wiles of Miss College Maid he
Icon learns that she needs a new pair
ef shoes about every time a .matinee
idol comes along."
' Volcano Creates Earthquake.
A remarkable example of the close
connection of volcanoes and earth-
quakes was observed by the early Span-
leh settlers in San Salvador. When the
water in the crater lake of Ilopango rose
above a cettain level enrthquake shocks
always followed. So they cut a channel
to allow the escape of the water and to
prevent its rising in the crater. And for
100 years there was no earthquake in
that district. Then the precaution was
neglected, the water rose in the crater
and preseny a violent earthquake
shook the country. At the same time
She lake was blown out by a volcaffic
eruption.
Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories wherein pro-
fessional chemists are employed. Two
of them employ over ettel workpeople,
the others range from 20 up. In the 340
are Included gas works, paper works,
ceramic and lacquer works. Sugar fac-
tories and breweries are not included.
Many of them are stock companies. Of
these 75 produce pharmaceutical prod-
ucts. 95 illuminating oils, 40 matches,
50 Indigo, four other colors, four gas and
six tncense. Japan's chemical indus-
try employs 38,591 workmen. In the
match factories there are five women
operatives to each man. Some factorise
run 12 hours, but most of them only
ten. Men's wages average 14 cents and
women's 'ten cents a day.
Height in French Army.
Since the law of 1901 -1here has been
no limit of height for a French soldier;
dwarf or giant, all must serve. Before
that time the limit was only f.ve feet one
inch. Yet the average height was not
yet run down to that of Napoleon's
"grande armee" in its list years and not
long ago It was above that of the Ger-
man army measured am a whole.
Newer Twice Alike.
-Thee It over again, Nanette, before
you refuse me."
"Why should I consider yo Ve proposal
twicer.
"OIL because you women never think
twice alike."—Dorfbarbier.
In England and in London, where so
many differei._ social wheels fit within
wheels, there still exist some very close
and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part, composed of the
members of very old and very proud
English nobilily and gentry, and this
coterie of families is as haughtily re-
served and as exclusive its the carefully
hedged about sristocracy of Austria or
old France, rays Lady Broome, in
Ainslee's.
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
not think I can truthfully say that Lon-
don society is euite so difficult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited and empowered
and established smart set which rules
and regulates, ia, let us say, New York.
In the first pl:lee London society is
much too big and made up of too man
different elements in order painstaking.
ly to examine jr te and consider the an
tecedents and 4 laltfications of every
man and womE knocks for admis-
sion to Its agre circle. It welcomes,
with hearty greeting, all amusing,
cheerful, interesting individuals, who
conduct themselves decorously, and a
great part of its pleasantness lies in the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac-
tors, statesmen, dusky-skinned oriental
princes, as well as the fairest and gay-
est of American beauties, in its drawing-
room gatherings
Nothing, I think, is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good fashionable London society, as
contrasted with that of America, than
the excellent welcome and standing
which the well bred and well born Jews
find not only In the salons of private In-
.
dielduals. but at court as wale
No descendants of the fellow voy-
agers of the Conqueror hold better so-
cial positions than do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Bassoons, or
the Blechoffesheims. I do not think we
can just find their equals among the so-
cial figures in any American cities, and
Lady Jessel and others of the very pur-
est Hebrew blood carry their titles 10
inheritance from distinguished and
honored ancestors or by marriage tate
high Christian and English famine&
How much the Jewish element in Lon-
don society makes for charm and va•
riety is easily demonstrated ty the su-
perb entertainments which the heads ol
the Rothachilds and Hischoffesheim
families give throughout the season in
London and at their country homes, and
by the dignity, grace, aplomp and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses; and in this and in the ready
friendliness with which we ars apt to
meet the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample in our crowned head, not only ot
the kingdom, but of our social world
as well.
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty and Charming Clie•
mate of the Famous Ba-
den-Bades. •
Baden-Baden. world-famed for its
curative waters, is exquisitely fair it
Its natural beauties, and in the laving
artistic care given it by man throne
a long stretch of years. It offers some
thug to everyone—superiative nature
beauty to the lover of scenery, tits of
quiet woodland, and ruins rich in saga
for the student of the past, a charrninp
climate and, while shorn of its formei
glamour of wickedness in gaming life,
its handsome gardens, fine hotels ant,
gorgeously palatial casino hold quilt
enough to entice the lover of pleasuet
and frivolity for a stay of several weeks
writes Grace Isabel Colbroa, in Four
Track News.
The gay life that once flowed up and
doyen the Lichtenthaler Alley. with its
broad roadway and splendid prom
made, and circulated in and about the
terrace and great halls of the casino
when the gaming tables attracted the
devotees of pleasure from all the cap
itals of Europe. still graces Baden,
'laden during the threeweeks of tin
summer racing season. Many crowned
beads of greater and less degree cat
be seen there at that time; King Ed
ward of England, when prince of Wales,
was a faithful visitor. Although the
gaming tables have been suppressed, at.
evening in the Baden-Baden calico Stin
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does no injusUce to the traditlbes
of the past.
Tyrant Orchid.
"A veritable slave driver arcnng
Flora's children is a certain little orchid
called nodding ladies' tresses." re-
marked a bidding botanist. "When the
busy bee knocits at her doer and asks
for breakfast Mrs. N. L. T— tells him
to go to the basement door. Parsing
down the raoeme of blossoms, the bee
at length comes to the lowest and oldest
flower. There she thrusts her tongue in
through the furrowed rostel and re-
leases a miniature cargo of nectar. Hav-
ing taken to heart the lesson that 'beg-
gars must not be choosers,' she goes at
once to the baiement door of the next
member of this family and pays for an-
other sip of nectar by fertilislog this
flower with the pollen brought from the
other. And so she goes systematically
if unconsciously benefiting this family of
orchid, which would disappear from the
face of the earth were it not for the feasts
it spreads for the industrious bee. Its
moral seems to be:: 'If you can't do your
own work, get some one to do It for
Loud Report.
Ida—ft was her thst belt' end the first
time she Wle over Weed
lernea—Graefouni And Ole tie keep
the kiss a gepret1
..1 isho„ii :ay not! 43he °plated the
witteow so y011 could hear the smack
a stetare. --Chicago Daily News,
"-AP"..atseLrv74.„. 
THE BARKING OF A MOUSE.
Question Propounded by, Nafuralist
Who Heard Something
Singular.
A mouse began to make a disturb-
ance in the paper back of my desk the
her night, just as my wife and I set-
tled down after supper to read, says
a writer in Forest and Stream. He
was a new arrival from some neigh-
boring barn. They have found a way
Luto my study up througn the sheath-
ing of the sliding door. Mrs. A. is very
tender-hearted with all living things
except such email deer as interfere
with her housekeeping. These she
persecutes relentlessly. Her mouse-
ap was forthcoming at once, and,
baited with a little cheese, was slid
under the desk. It is one of these dia-
bolical contrivances which smash a
wire loop down on the victim.
It was only a few moments till we
heard its vicious click. Isnmediately
afterward I heard distinctly a seriee
of rapid aspirated squeaks which made
me hustle the trap out in haste to re-
lieve the sufferer. Knowing how dead-
ly the trap is, I was surprised at hear-
ing any sound. I was even more so
ellen I saw that the little victim had
teen caught by the descending striker
square across the back on the lungs
Its heart was still fluttering, but it
seemed to me impossible for it to hare
drawn breath enough to make any
Sound whatever.
Then I remembered that the squeaks
were more like barks of fright than
screams of pain. Somewhat wonder-
ingly, therefore, I set the trap again.
to see if there was a companioa.
Within eve miutes it nailed another
There was no sound this time except
that of the trap. Both were immature
females. What I wish to know is. did
No ! bark when No. 1 was caught?
Do mice ever exhibit fright and sure
ptise by whistling or barking?
NEW YORK CABBAGE HEADS
Seed front the Empire State Produce
the Most of Those Grown
Abroad.
Cabbage heads are mostly ,New York-
ers—at least the vegetable variety in
seed form. From the summer land csi
California come the flower geode
There are more than 600 seed farme
Ii the United States devoted to the
production of vegetable, field crop and
flower seeds, some as large as 1,004
acres. To scientific methods in seed
growing is credited much of the im-
provement accomplished in many eco-
nomic and ornamental plants, the most
careful selections being made from
year to year to the mother plants for
the next year. Immense quanUties of
farm and garden seeds are sent to
Europe, and extremely few, such as
fancy-grass seeds, are imported there-
from. Of clover and grass weds hun-
dreds of tons are annually exported,
Yankee clover being in especial de-
mend abroad. In most European cowl-
tries are seed control stations, where
seeds are tested by simple, interesting
methods, much of it done by young
girls. There are 40 stations in Ger-
many. which have created such a sen-
timent for pure seeds instead of adul-
terated that the best dealers gladly
submit samples of their merchandise
for proof of quality and guarantees.
The department of agriculture in Tan-
keeland purposes to establish a sim-
ilar system if congress can be per-
suaded to enact the requisite legisla-
Uon
AS GEOGRAPHY IS LEARNED
Illustrated in the Lesson Anemone of
a Young Expert in the
Study.
Little Rob was the prize geographer
of his class; that is, he could locate
cities and bound countries with great
glibness, says Success Magazine. He
could draw the most realistic maps,
printing in the rivers, mountain ranges
and cities from memory. Rob consid-
ered geography purely in the light of a
game, in which he always beat, but
he never associated it with the great
world about him. Rivers, to him, were
no more than black, wiggly lines;
cities were dots, and states were blots.
New York was green, Pennsylvania
was red and California was yellow. Of
course Rob had never traveled. He
was born in a canyon near the coun
try school he attended. One day the
teacher made the discovery of Rob's
idea of geography through the follow-
ing incident. After vainly inquiring
of several of the children where Brie
ish Columbia is located, she called on
Rob, who, as usual, was waving his
hand excitedly, wild with the enthu
gleam of pent-up knowledge.
"It is on page 68," he declared.
After the roar had subsided, the
teacher explained that that was only
a picture of British Columbia. Then
she asked Rob to bound British Co-
lumbia
"Can't, teacher; it is all over the
page."
National Time.
Americans get their correct time from
a little room in the Naval observatory,
located on Georgetown heights In the
suburbs of Washington. The observa-
tory was originally intended to detect
errors in ship chronometers and to reg-
ulate them properly. This work consti-
totes one department at the institution,
but perhaps its most important tune-
Lion is that of being the nation's time
keeper.
Mosquito-Killing Irish.
Some very small West Indian fish,
locally known as "millions," are thriv-
ing in the Zoological Gardens, London.
Barbadoee is the home of this species,
and it is Reiggested that tOe immunity
of that island from the malarial mos-
quito may be due to its presence.
PROTEC BREEDING BIRDS.
Reservations Established by Presi-
dent's Order in Three
Locations.
Executive orders creating three Lew
reservations for the protection of tie
breeding grounds 44 native birds were
signed by Presidat Roosevelt October
10. The names +sat locations of the.se
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit islands reservation,"
=bracing all of the unsurveyed islands
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
Islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay. on
the south of Isle Royal, in Lake Superior.
Mich. This reservation embraceloetc-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26. 27, 33, :34 and 35, In
township 64 north, range 36 west. Upon
these islands between 6,000 and 10,000
herring gulls breed annually, besides a
number of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largest and most
tenportant herring gull colony witlea
'he limits of the United States..
The "Huron Islands reservation." eta-
Huron Islands group lying near tee
Huron islands group, lying near tee
south shore of Lake Superior and e.n-
bracing sections 26. 27, 34 and 25, in
township 53 north, range 29 west, /di It-
igen. Some 1.500 gulls, together wee
number of other water birds, breed arc 4.1.
these islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," ea..
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bayou the west coast of Fiore a,
known as Passage Key. and situate( in
section 6, township 34 south, rani 14
east. Thousands of handsome tc,
have bred upon this little annua..e
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
hunters made regular t rips to the Island.
and each time not only plundered the
uests of the fresh eggs, but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially incubated
and unfit for use. This action prom-
ised annihilation of the colony within
a year or two. At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most active other parties in-
augurated a movement to secure title
to the island for resort purposes. This
"fort. If it had been successful, would
have resulted in a destruction of the
breeding colony, as complete and al-
most as soon as the egg hunters would
have accomplished that end, so that the
creation of the reservation is said to be
extremely opportune.
The National Association of Audubon
societies has placed wardens in charge
of each of these reservations, and the
slaughter of the birds and plundering of
their nests has been stopped
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
Many /family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment HOUDIN* of New
York City.
"No postmen the country over see so
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force." said the man
In the gray uniform, as he lighted a com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates Ufa New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every cranny In
a furnished-room house, and even the
beet at apartment-houses conceal;
some sort at a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
piece to hide yourself in, and then so
many young men and women' coming
here in search of fine positions or ca-
reers meet with discouragement. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
life itself.
"In flat/anti apartment houses where
the janitor or • hall boy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house acre It
passes through the hands of lien ants,
you can see women in all styles of neg.
ligee costumes, hanging over the bal-
ustrades, their eyes just begging for a
letter.
"One woman in particular I renter!' •
her. She lived in a flat four flights up.
and morning after morning I would
find her shieering In the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mail to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told me her story.
but somehow you could read it in her
face, which grew thinner every day
At last I brought her a letter, aid what
do you think she did whea she looked
at it? Just dropped at My feet in a tidy
little faint, after one seream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
"Then there was a nice little girl who
watched for me every delivery last sum-
mer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
mamma to-day" and when I'd shake
my bead she'd run tight upstairs. The
janitor told me about them. The hus-
band had deserted them—and' to the
end, as the woman was sickly—the
city had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit-
tle thing being in an orphanage.-
An Ingenious Policeman.
Many tales have been told of the
"finest." but the ingenuity of a Newark
cop on trial for neglect of duty is bard
to beat.
A jewelry shop had been entered and
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took place between
the police commissioner and the ac-
t cubed :
"Why didn't you see the man?"
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
him what he was doing hanging
around."
"What did he say?"
"He said he was lookin' into the loca-
tion, as he was gotta' in for Jewelry him-
self."
"Weil, he did. He robbed the store."
"Well, your honor, even if he was a
thief, he was no liar."—N Y. Sun.
Modern Life.
She---Is it true that your brother is go-
ing to remarry his divorced wife?
• He- Yes_ He became so well ac-
quainted with her during the divorce
trial that he in love with her.—
Fllege nds S:14ttef.
4
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
househoid are constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help but he
breathed by the occupants.
Lot us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely "Stosatard" Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet "Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you,want a :first class-job by an
experttworkrnan? If youlilo Itake
it to
obn 3. 13kich, lewekr.
284 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
IPOEPPO•••••••••••+0........4704.9•60;440
J E. cormsoN,
i11PLINA81111...
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
464114494+4444+.144444444.+N 44444.44444,44.44+4444.04+04
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducah, Kentuclgy.
Capital and Surplus $115/5,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking bers'usese. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of &posits.. &shay bozos in fire
ns.sof vault Icr rent at $3 to $to per year as to gat. YCII2 carry your owl
Vey and no one bat yotirself has acetate*. ,t
For Vaults, llit•numants and G eneral Cemetery Work Um
GREEN RIVER STONE
TINE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET foe Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS IlS WHITENESS5. does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, 6ranite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, :6og TRIM fiLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine)nodern hotel is now open under a new
samingement. for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, acconunoda6ons at:reasonable rates
Price Bros. & Co.,
Dawson SpringsZKentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2ndland Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell 13lock.
Offite Phone 369. 41•I• - RealdencL Phone 726
Subscribe For The Register
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common-sense kind looks to me as if
Ike ought to be a policeman, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like that
FE NINE WOMAN
"I notice," observed the square-
lawed, p g-nqsed man, who dittait look
as if he'll know the difference between
the higher and nobler and a load of
steam coal—"I notice that the back
advertising ends of some of the maga-
zines publish a testimonial as to the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by one of the
short
-haired ladies who has been do-
ing her little bit during the past half
ceatury or so tqward obtaining the
- franchise for women.
- "The picture of the woman who
Ikea the unscented soap is run with,41
the ad, and her testimonial is surely
. s heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
ly voluntary contribution.
"In the course of her remarks in
the testimonial she says this: 'I ab-
hor a perfumed *omen:
"I'm going to take, with your kind
permission, a short-arm biff at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
I LOST PARADISE. RIANICETINO
H'
BY BARRY PAIN 
RS. WORTH
i For some time the man had seemed ,
to be asleep. He eat back in one cor- . ..Robert,„ said
nor of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
lower lip dropped, his slack fingers 
"What's the trouble." he asked.
nursing in his lap the pipe that he 
.,I hope you won't think I'm extra's-
had relinquished.‘ Opposite to him sal agent, and I know it is so hard for
his wife, a shrunken woman with tight you to scrape up money enough to pay
lips, flat hair, and an anxious eye. As the horrid bills that always come along
she watched him and pursued the train about the first of the month, but I
of her thoughts she now- and then simply must have $20."
shook her head as if with disapproval., 
"Twent—say, Mabel, what do you
She was naturally garrulous, but was think I am—the son-in-law of some
restraining herself. As a girl she life insurance president? You might
had been rather pretty than not; none i as well ask me for twenty million. Do
could have guessed it now. 1 you know that our expenses for last
Suddenly the man sat up and month were $63 more than my sal.
Opened his eyes; he tapped the bowl •
,ary? If you are acquainted with any-
of his pipe against his boot. and bee I hau...-y who can tell me how to make
gan to refill it. lends meet when things are going that
"You've had a nice sleep," said the la way bring them around and I'll pay
woman. i him well for his time. What do you
The man seemed in no hurry to an- want $20 for?"
ewer. He was staring blandly at the ..
woman. 
Oh, never mind, old Mr. Crosspateh.
1 flat, g y
"I'm a regular bug over a well-per- e 
slidin countr  as the local trainni get along without it some way.
puffed and waddled on its slow way to 
fumed woman, I know that I'm net worth halt what
unthe sea. not til his pipe was
"To me a pt rfumed woman is Use 
It was   I cost you, and—and I'm going to take
lit that be turned to her and told her up eteography or music or be a Chris-
real thing in femininity. that he had not been asleep at all.
"The daintily perfumed woman, who, tian Science healer or something, so
"Not been asleep?" she said, in a
when she swishes past you, has some- high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,thing about her that makes you vague- if I'd known that. Why, I've been par-
ty recall the old honeysuckle-oovered ,rticularly careful not to wake you all
porch that you knew a quarter of a
century ago -she's the one for mine, this time." 
,
She carries with her the suggestion of 1 -Thank you," said the man,
 without
BY G. Z. HIBElit.
 rommesmirrimemall 
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esphodellan meadows and starlit dells,
the cool aroma of cornfields at dusk.
"She swirls by you and leaves in
Your heart a little chiming hack to the
wild roses that you picked on your
way to the old crick where you went
is swimmin'.
-W lien the daintily peramissi. tile;
man frou-frous in or out of yetis Mites
you sort o' film back to those old
mornings of your kidhood when the
just-awakened dawn smelt so sweet
after you'd turned eat early to chop
the kindling wood for the kitchen fire.
"She's feminine, the well-perfumed
Woman; that's %ad;
"I want 'em fe all the wad
through for miss.
"Like 'eta to wear unsanitary clothes
and things. I never gave two looks at
a woman wearing these so-oalled coin-
, enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued, meditatively, "when I was first
I --er—taken ill, and you had to get me
signed up and put away—" 40"
I "Now, George, please &rlet remind
me," said the little woman, with some
appearance of distress.
"If I don't mind being reminded you
needn't," said the man, stolidly. 'What
I want to know as when I 'Was taken
Ill was I in any way violent? Did I
want to do murder to anybody?"
-I "No; fortunately we were sparedthat. You didn't even try to break pp
the furniture. So far as your doing
harm was concerned, I might have
you at borne all the time, only the
doctor Said it wouldn't do. No; you
JUL sat there smiling. You were a
millionaire, so you said. Ready you
were to write checks for any sum I
conlionse clothes and shoes and such night =Wiwi. And the things you
gear,tand I never met any other man nn1* gain to bay—well, there was 
no
that did. I want 'em to wear Nit as li.nit to them. You owned thre
e gold
high heels as ever they blame please mines and I don't, know what else. It
to wear, and the tighter and straighter- was perfectly horrible to listen 
to
front their corsets, why, the better it You--
suite me. The stayiess woman bolus "Was it?' said the man slowly.
like a combination of an Ellis Island "Well it's all over now. I'm sitting ia
immigrant and a fat lady out of a • third smoker, going to the seaside
Rubens picture to me, and the woman on a Over 'borrowed from my brother
with gat-heeled shoes of the so-called i 'oho didn't 'want to lend it. When
that's done I go beck, to work at two
quid a week."
'Tea, you know what your position
"Me for the womanny woman. is well moth& now. You're as sane
"Climme a lyre, or a harp, or a ho as anybody but think now awful it
geiborn, or a kazoo, or any old thing. wts for then." Once launched
that may sing the glories and the 111•012 the of which she had not
praises of the purely feminine woman! , wished to be reminded she seemed
-she
 
was hire in the wortive aide rather to like to dwell upon it; posel-
dawn, and she's going to be right here • bly she would have welcomed any
alongside of ua. I hope, what mere topic that gar* her natural IPxrnlif,
&atria& 11.31 eaeureloas to a chance. "And that wasn't all I had
Marsl to put up with." she coatinued. 
"Why
Dever could see the woman who at one time you didn't kpow me—you
wears men's hob-nailed shoes, and sus- called me Dora."
panders, and such like, and who flags "Did I?" the man asked with sag-
scented soaps and perfumes and things ernes..
of that kind becau.se she cossiden 'ern "Tou did indeed—and that not once
too womanish. nor 30 times, and all your talk was
"All of the adorabletu.ss of womes Jibe bits of a poetry boot. My sister
,consiste in their femininity. was there at the time; I'm sure I don't
"It's because every once in a while know hos I should have got on with-
she gets her household work done out her. She couldn't help hearing
early so she can 'go upstairs and have what you were saying, and she asked
me if you knew anybody of that name.
Of course / could tell her we did not
and that it was just your light-head-
• good cry;' it's because she macerates
us into pulp with her 'because,' Ws be-
cause she admits our premises and de-
nies our conclusions; We because she'll edam'. Never before nor since have
pucker her lips for baby talk when she I known you to be so complimentary
eons an infant • block away; it's be- se you were then. You seed things
cause she loves roses, and lace, things 1 about my eyes and hair that were quite
and two dollars-a-pound candy; it's be- ', beyond the mark, and Carrie said It
map she gives us the reproachful ere I made her shudder to listen to them.
only when we ought to be sewed up ta Are you going to sleep again,
a blanket and clubbed to the verge of 1 George?"
the other world; it's because she'll dig I The man had fallen had, into 
his
nod delve and scrape and scrap for her former position. "No," he said wearily.
husband and her itttle ones until bry "Woulfla't be worth while. We shall
stalactitei bang from the roof of Tar- be there in five minutes. What do you
tarns; it's because she dabs at her eyes' want to keep on about things for?"
with a Mile wad of a handkerchief its- -oorhatr• said the woman angrily. "I
til her nose is red when she sea. WI" do like that. Me keep on Indeed! I'd
man suffering—it's Just because she's , like to know which of us ft was that
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet- ' started on the subject Perhaps you'll
ter from every point of view than we tall me that." .
are just because she is feminine, that : The man remained with his eyes
she has um en the dead lope, and plum ' closed, silent, his face itriPassice•
loco over her, ever sines the days of . ..No; you won't tell me because you
the shepherd king of Egypt! daren't You know perfectly well it
"If they want to perfume themselves, was you who begun on it and against
let 'em. I, for one, like 'em perfumed. my wishes. I know I told you that I
Let 'em do any of the old feminine hated to talk about it. Notwithstand-
things that they want to do. They're ling which I began to answer your
pretty nigh always right, taking 'em en queetions in a civil way and get noth-
muse, and they don't make half as . ins but abuse for my trouble. The fact
many mistakes as we men do. : is that you're not grateful to anybody
"Give me a lute, that I may chant of lfor anything. You're not grateful to
the physical, mental, moral and spirit- . your brother for this money he's lent
ual iovelinem of the perfumed, who is;- . us. No; if you were to meet the very
the tvneally feminine woman! Hers's doctors that cured you you wouldn't
hopin' tnat she'll be with us till tha say as much as a thank you."
end of the world, and afterward! I 
.
i For the first time the men" 
smiled.
That's me! "—Washington star. 1 "All right," he said, "I dare say I was
I a bit unreasonable It's true, too, If I
Large Group of Surh Spots. I met those doctors ! shouldn't thank
The °facials at the naval observa. theme
tory announce that a large group. of , lhe train slowed into the station.
solar spots was observed with the ' The man rose and lifted their shabby
photohellograph at that institution luggage dori from the rack. "No," he
The group has adeanced about two added, ing as if to himself. "I
days upon the disc of the sun visible think I btt kill theca."
In •" i. , ' • '14 Ii 111-14-(1 " south "What's that?" the woman asked
Lau, . .• ;11;;
the 1....• .•,„e, but with a telet,coi,n it
Is resolved Into made of small spots,
closely grouped togethlik '11tis is the
largest auli enot since last
Spring.
Feared the Worst.
The Parson--Why are you dries-
cast! boos not the future look bright
to you?
arts Dying Man—Yep. Blastngt—
(pirrelaad Leader.
"Never mind. H re, catch hold of
that basket."—The Tatter.
Fatherly Aides.
Daughter—This Val* la really my
vary own, isn't it. pans?
Pa—Y y dear.
"And when I marry, I can tabs tt with
me, can I?"
"Certainly, say hot deal tell
anyone. It might spell roar eltaases."
—IL T. Weekly:
Mrs. Faddlewalte, "I
that I will be able to earn money and
—and not always be such an expense
to you. It must be ju—just terrible
for a man to have to give up every-
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
when be might have so much if he had
never married her, and—"
"There litte girl what's the use of
talking that war? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world if I
could pile bundles of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
prtvilege of doing what you liked with
it. Bat really yew know, I didn't
expect to be called on ter any more ex-
tras for a few weeks and hid it all
figured out so that I'd be just about
able to start in even next month. Of
course I can rive you the money if
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
please don't say anything more about
it. I appreciate your kindness, dear,
and I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
denial. Never mind, I'll get along with
• it. I will show you that I can be
brave, even if I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you"
"Hurrah! Now it's be so pleasant
for me to go away to work and keep
thinkiag all day of our joyful parting.
Just Imagine me whistling gayly at my
desk as I remember that little old $20
and the look you gave me as you told
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see :nyseif calmly smok-
ing my cigar after lunch and thinking.
as I watch the rings curl upward, of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on,
dear, let's not Quarrel over • little
money Of course you can have it What
am I earning money for if it isn't to
give you happiness? And please don't
talk any more about doing things for
the purpose of earning cash yourself.
You earn it as it is. Your love is worth
• thousand those what—"
"Diarest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers, -forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ak, if you could
only know how long the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
couldn't love or admire you more than
do if you were so rich that you could
buy everything John D. has and turn
him out of house and home. Have you
the money with you or shall I have to
get a check cashed?"
"Hers it is. What are you going to
buy?"
"Why, you see, I heard from Miss
Westcott, the dressmaker, yesterday.
and she can come to use three days this
week, so I shall have to get something
for her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
thet you had all the clothes you were
going to need for awhile?"
"Yes, I have, ()ply Miss Westcott has
these three days that she can give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are obliged to hire her simply be-
Cathie she has three days for which she
Isn't engaged."
"I'm Dot., you dear old goose, but you
see, III don't take her Mrs. Worthing-
ton, who is crazy to get her, will have
her over there andalnd out about all the
things I've had remade and the lace rem-
nant. aud—and--everyt bin g, you
know,"
"Well, but why should you care, as
long as your clothes fit well and look
fine and are just good as if they had
cost five or six times as much as they
did?"
"Oh, dear!" she sighed, as she sat
there clutching the money, after he had
gone. "I wonder how men, being so
stupid, ever manage to get along at all?"
—Chicago Record- Herald .
Must Obey Orders. •
As an illustration of carrying military
discipline too far, this story is told by
Gen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a car.
ifaiger Franz Josef, Emperor of Aus-
tria and King of Hun-
gary.
— '
I Quite apart from the foolish praise
!a
vished upon monarchs for their
ighteet acts. says Pearson's Maga-
ne, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of
ustria and king of Hungary, ruler of
dozen states and 20 peoples speaking 
many lazgt.ages, is one of the most Paducah
emarkabie figures in the civilized
orld to-day, by reason of his great
ge, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
411, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring factions within his
empire.
' No other prince of the Hapsburg
tease ever ea:Jo7ed such universal re-
*act and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand 011
Nan". alror.e; t:1,; monarchs Of Vic,
world :s filled v- ith enthusiasm for his
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Roam 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone "4. Old Phone 303
charm ct manner his democratic ap-
prosehat lenese, his amazing frank-
ness and his sterling sense of justice.
'This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
nrili•ary affairs, of:en contenting him-
ce,: %/Rh a "eaten lunch" brought to
hint at the desk JO his study. Franz
Jen? to-day remains the same early
risco he was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
lag, shaving and dressing—never
tette& him longer than half an hour;
and A1 the emseror does not care for
eisol:an dress, he usually dons thc
unianon of a colonel of one of his oyn
regiments. On his frequent rhooting
exped!tisns, however, he wears the
coarao dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appeare in a short mili-
tary "'cloak, with a peakleas soldier's
cad. •
Erory act of this remarkable old
inattas IIIe is conducted with military
[re-Aston. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, some
cold meat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo.
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table, in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter ol
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and floor reveal the mote's true pur.
pose.
Just above the emperor's writina
table hangs a portrait of his late eon.
sort, Empress Elizabeth, who waa
' stabbed to the heart with a Me by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago. Alas! this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over.
shadowed the unfortunate house of
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him; and so
carefully does he go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon coo.
tradictions between clauses, which
have entirely escaped those who have
drafted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
_ _—
Neighborly Borrowing Has Its
Drawhacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks. who lived on the third
boor, had quarreled with the Dashes
who lived on the second. The un
fortunate affair had apparently ended
with the return of numerous household
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Dash
had borrowed from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list, however,
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and. silk umbtella and Mrs. Blank
vowed she would not lower herself to
ask even for her own property, relates
the New York World.
Blank, being a man's M23, kept out of
the quarrel, but Dash being more or less
henpecked, was drawn into it by his
wife.
The other night Blank came home to
find his wife in tears.
"Wh-whiit do you think. James!
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
to-day."
"Oh, well, what do you care? He
isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did
ft." sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can bear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella Is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at tbeoffIce.•
"I had to stop and speak to the janitor
so Mr. Moth and I came face to face on
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
own daughter's umbrella over his head.
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed In a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's Fee.
An 0:II torurad, \ ate 1)11:zeirs
in Washington county, O., sent tur him
tai colonel who, in the middle of a ca to try a case in 1870. The case was triedn 
paign wits seised with a sudden ard r
about hygiene. He ordered that all his
men chanse their shirts at once. This
order was duly carried out, except in
the case of one company, where the pri-
vates' wardrobes had been sadly de-
pleted. The captain of this company in-
formed the colonel that none of his men
could change their shirts, since they
ton Herald. Bes
poken.
"Learn to Nix." 1
"L•iirn to 'nit," the edvice gives
to Iris pupils by Prof. Frank J. Miller
of the University of Cb$eago. Mast
young gentlemen someday* do leers
to mix, but the trouble is that tbelr4
mixing too often is done with tirinks.1
„, . , • ,
ektIt• , at.y .
the hardnottc.st villaisea °hie,dens must be obi yed. Let the men
in a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an adverse judgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Dalzell
happened to win the case. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they would
5 t'N'"" -* 1,-(/
change shirts with each other.' "—Dos-
"No, thank you," said Miss De
Mere, "I don't care to meet any new
young men'"
"My!" exclal med Mies Gadd is;
"you're melee* all of a sudden,"
.1.40," replied Miss tie Mare, giallo-
ing dreamily at her new ring; "I've
merely been selected all of a 'vadat."
—Denver Times.
Steam Dye Works
immommomm•mdl
II you want y..or clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office 233
A. S. DABNEY.
—DENTIST—
Troehart Building.
.3
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
'so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
office hours 8 to ro a. M., I t03
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. tn.
Dr. Stamper
Dentist. '
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 33.
Paducah, Kentucky
ALBEN W. BARK LEY,
Attorney-it-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST rec.
11.1. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone soo•
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE NO. 444
Important Changes of Time of South
ern Railway.
On Friday, December 1st, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No. r, now leaving Louisville at
7:4o a. in., will depart at 8 a. m
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. 111., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No. 23, sow leavin r Louisville at
7:25 p. m., will depart at 7:15 p m.
No. 14, now leaving Lexington at
6 p. m., will depart at 5:40 p. in.
No. 2, now leaving Lexington at
5:3e p. us,, will depart at 5 p. m.
Corresponding changes will be
nude at local stations and passen-
gers intending to use these trains
*honk) consult ticket agent- for coin-
pkte information.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.
A Narrow Recaps.
"Of course," said the conscientious
father, "I am about to administer cor-
poral punishment because it, is abso-
lutely necessary and unavoidable.
"Yes, sir," answered tne boy who has
Ideas of his own. "I suppote that if
you happened to have a boil on your
Shoulder, so that you couldn't hit, my
entire future would be ruined."—Wash.
.4 -
The Man for the Place,
Applicant—You advertised for an as-
*latent editor, I believe?
Editor—Yes. Do you know anythind
about agriculture/
"I know enough to writs paragrePhl
warning brines not to leave their We
witowing WISMillikiNowbibbre all 'rioter,"
°Tot'll T. 'Weekly.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee rivet ,
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
gocd rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in,
For other information apply to Jas.
Kogcr, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agc.nt.
IMM"
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM, MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both ohones 31.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes ar2d
FZUm2itare.
Buy anything and sell everything.
201-000 Court street Old phone 13111.
Clem Fransioii.
Moving wagon in connection
E.11. PURI(
ATTORNEY-AT
-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
323 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Hy,
New Phone 4sio.
SPEC IALTIES :
Abetracng of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Ratate Law,
7. B harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law,
Roma 13 11114 r4 Columbia Baildiag.
Old Phone 109.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms ro, ri and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
J.C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, tee
Nort hFilth, Both Phone aas.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone r69e
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWY ER—
Will practice in all courts of Ken.
tucky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
ofri e aver Globe Bank and Trust
Co. voS Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Hon eonathisit
Otte-- riroadvvay—Phone
Residence, ilr9 Broadway.
Phone 149.
- • _
Office' . c.. Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
. ele
NIM mffInam
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
r Fi ic PIW3I
Phew o,. le a/ feroadbeety,
AIM CA et
w r
10411...1.
 ii1111•0101•461MasmillIMUMMUMIa........r
DOE g THAT COUGH KEE'.
YOU AWAKE NIGHTS'?
Rexall Cherry Juce Cough
Syrup.
IS GUARANTEED TO CURE IT.
IF IT DOES NOT, YOUR MONEY
IS CHEERFULLY REFUNDED
THE MIND CANNOT CON-
CEIVT A FRLEER PROPOSI-
TION.
PRICE 25C AND soc
- MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
ea
•
THE REXALL STORE.
Thursday Morning, Dec. 7, lgos.
 ION
LOCAL NEWS
—The iftetratons Rzo aims, hr6s3ght
to the city yesterday some of the
finest specimens of winter lettuce
ever raised in this locality.
—The hQg lag oll_4tIlite county, goes
into effect tosray.
—The low fkor M the orchestra
'pit at The Kentucky is being raised
several feet, and will be much better
then.
—Hobeteifeire the street car com-
pany in'irying tratir, 'h2s connected
the ends of the abutting rails with
pieces of wire that tr,estutt !reps one
rail to its neighbor the carrenfollArjd
in the track. Now the camps + is
preparing to take up all the wires and
replace them with steel plates *et
will do the .connecting and transtrilt-
tiPS. !fi
—111iss Garrie Earnhardt, a 520
South Sixth street, was terslacod a
happy aisrpriEe party by about ' • •
ty of IA friends last srveeing. Therfdlib
e big towboat Harvester of the
Wiest Kentucicy Coal company will
today arrive here on 'her return from
ittiabarg, where she went after the
..big fret of coal boats the local con.-
cer‘ has bought for its rapidly in-
eveaeurg business. The steamer Ind
beexy gone a inontt.
As the winter season advance", the
riser* cistrO-nne and t he V (Pant-
boatmen report quite a 'deal oflictiv-
hy in their circles.
Yesterday afternoon the steamer
Clyde left for the Tennessee ,river.
She comes back again Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of -the Tennessee river this snorting
and remains until s nr.lock Saturday
afternoon before slcipping away on
her reruns trip. . 1 .
The Joe Foafer came in from Ev-
ansville yesterday and left immediate
ly for thatecity on her return trip.
The John S. Hopkins is todaYs
boat in the Evansville trade.
ittes" Lee left Ciriciimati yes-
here Sat
ABOUT PEOPLE
jolly crowd spent a delightful octet=
ing under the 'hospitable roof.: '
—Liept. Wm. Reed, of the Evans-
ville recruiting bureau for Vas U. S.
army, returned yesterday Vita 01Y6+41,
after visiting the loca/ . 1.11
is in charge of Sergeant . .O'yea. The
lieutenant said ,t1se P'afillejli; huaslassa
would be' kept 'opera Ms11111Apnl. at
least, and may be made permanent;
---Lawyer Rainey T. We % lot Mur
ray, passed through here ymoterday
en route to Caruthersviik, Mo., to
represent Rev. A. T. Osborn in the
$2s,000 damage suit the latter has
City, Mo. Oateen aiainia.the bishop
City, Mo. Oalmorstelpissis the oishop
caused Osborn's, diambial from the
Methodist church, sad thereby dam-
aged hip standing
CHILD LOST
MR. STANDFORD'S LITTLE
BOY STRAYED AWAY. -
FROM HOME.
••••••••-•-matig..
'Herman Clements, Colored, Charged
With Stealing Chair From Officer
Austin's Yard.
Yesterdag Mr. W. C. Stanchord, the
saloonkeeper of South Third near
Broadway reported lb She police that
his little four year old' boy' had got-
ten lost from their home above the
establishment. In a fevi hours therel
aft er the patient found the Tittle one
loitering around mang,,blocka ftgm
'home
Mrs. M. S.,12oss, of Dover, Tenn,
will arrive tcirorrosie to visit her 5011,
Lawyer J.  S RUS
M. aratt.'s Legg, of 'Mayfield,
visiting Mrs. klbeu BarkIty.
Mrs, W. L. Ross and ehildr41  t!f
Cheyenne, NN'yoming, are .v:siting
1 .awyeil and Is' rs.,J. S. ..R0 99 •
Mis4 -Liitse Owen, yesterday went.
Kuttawa to visit.
Lawyer k Lucas has returned
from Hog:king...ilk god oel:.cr ponies.
Mrs. J. W. Orr has returned from
visiting in Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. F. L. Edmunds and daugh-
ter, of Denver.eCol., are visiting the
former's parer ..s, Capt. and Mrs.
Mike Williams
Mr, Harry Auston of Idaho, is
oisiting his aunt, Mrs. E. B. John-
'501),
Mr. W. C. has gone to De-
laird, Fla., for `se winte--.
Cashier W. "urdy, of the Bal-
lard county I . was here yester-
day from Bandana on business. He
retuned /tome list everting.
Mrs. Lloyd Bce-emll left yesterday
for Firkon.
Mr. H. A. LaRue of Tease, pass
sic, through here yes:terday en route
to Louisville for a visit..
Rev. T. T. ROberts, of Morganeld
Ky., is visiting Rc.v. B. W. Bass.
Mr. Dwight W. Robinson, of the
State and Webgter firm of Bodton,
aeeives here *day to look over their
pmpegt ieis,
'Mrs. Frank Wahl and danglibter
y went to St. Louis to visit
the 's isister, Mrs. E. P.
•Pet3050-
-
iir Stolen.
Herman Clements, colored, was er-
re...tee..last night by Officers Maley
and Singery on the charge of steal-
ing s chair from the Yard of Patrol
Wagon Driver John Austin of Ninth
and Adams streets. -Clements is ac-
cused of taking the chair, and claim-
'ing it was his own properfy;
ft to Mr. 1t4 !MONO'S. the second hand
ful-niturc dealer of Fifth and Norton
etre;te. .
Good Tirne.
-4 ,1be Staten and Arthur Dunn were
likreiled by (Weis JOIOnsion and
Rogers on the charge of being drunk
and ,'Isordcrly down about the malcet-
%owe
---
Alleged Trespasser.
Tomorrow before .lustice Blather
there wit be trieri John , Ricketts,
colored, who is charged with tres-
pass, by driving into Hierify Runge's
yard without pernistion.
Fine 'Pin Recovered.
Several days ago a servant work-
ing for Corssion Merchant Ed
Bonds at his home on West Jeffer-
son street, disappeared, and about the
same time there also disappeared a
fine pin belongirg to a lady at the
hodif.! 'the officiate; were notified and
yesterday ratrolnkan Senser and
Clark found the woman at the poor
farm where she confec.ed to taking
the valuable which was returned.
Illiss. Evelyn A. Walker, after as-
misting( her. sister • prepares for re.
reption, went to 'her room and 'sci-
eided. +wag -the dasihter oft'
of the wealthiest men of Brook)yn.
N. Y.
iMiark twain the great hurnorest, is
seventy yeees of age.
THE RIVERS
bar ey nfternoon arn get
day or Senility on her' way to Mem-
phis
The Peters Ler left Mettiphis yes-
terday afternoon and gets Isere tornek
row night en route' up.to Cincinnati.
The City of SaltiDo a, dm out of
the Tennessee iftsfr Saturday en route
back to St. Louis.
The Gity of fooraisuab will leave
St. Louis this afternoon and get here
Sstuibaya morning en route to the
Tennessee river. !
The Bob Dudley leaves liashville
tonvrrow and sretc here Sunday.
?tasters and pilots are hereby noti-
fied of the following chars** LO
lights in the. diatriEt: No szfi„. Mis-
sissippi Rend moved up ,tata yards,
and No. 3(.13, Tobacco Patel moved
down mo yeeds.—Comniantice James
II. leer, U. S. Navy.
METHODIST COLLEGE.
Rev. Newell Went Yesterday to Lex-
ington Rogarcling Institution.
Rev. T J. Newits'i ,eft Festerday
for Lexington, Ky., to meet 4elogates
that have oh foot the project of get-
ting the Mrs. Susan Speed estate col
lege in control of the Louisville
ildethiodist Conference of the North,
and the Kentucky, Louisville and
Memphis M. E. conferences of the
South. The Lotrisvilley conference
that the estate was beqtreathed- to, is
of the M. E. church North, while
the Kentucky, Louisville and Metn-
phis conferences are of the M. E.
church 'Slnueht Rev. Newell wants
the college project put under the con-
trol of all four conferences, and if
this is dorsi; Paducah will urge her
claims -for the institution, this place
being midway between the cities af-
ter which the conferences are named.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse,
Porteous Bros.
Theee is nothing in the delayed
news from Russia which'Is either
particularly encouraging or dis-
couraging It is believed- that the
government will finally win against
the people, bat not with oat further
bloodshed.
The. anneal report of Secretary
'Sh'aw was submitted to congress yes-
tender, It shrove a decrease in the
expenditures and, an increase in ,thil
revenues. 
"e
- — 
_
Mess,Louise Westwood,/ jiset . to
show, that she,-seas not efreid
death, sisicided at Schenectady, N. Y
She ems a yening woman of standing!
SECRET ORDERS
NUMBER OF ORGANIZATION'Si
ELECTED OFFICERS LAST
NIGHT,
Tomorrow Evening At Elks' Hall, on
North Fourth street, the Beavers
Will Be Installed. j-Last evening Olive catnip of theWoodm,en of the World, held its an-
nual eleution in their assembly haill
on the third floor over the R. W.
Walker drug house at Fifth and
Broadway. The officers are chosert
for a period of twelve months and
will be installed the last Wednesday
night of this month, at which time
the touncil commander names his ap-
pointive officers. The new officials
are: Jahn G. Rehkopf, council com-
mander; George Bondurant, advisor
ieutenant; Dr. -M. Stein-field, clerk;
Frank Roark, banker Joseph Flasch,
watchman; Edward Love sentry; Dr.
W. ff. Vitcher manager.
Eastern Star.
The Order of Eastern Star lalt
night at their meeting in the fraterd-
ity building, held its annual election
of officer9, who are as follows: Mts.
Weight, worthy matron; E. W.
Whittemore, worthy maton; Mrs.
I. 0. WIalker, assistant worthy Mat-
ron; 'Mrs. Laura Gideon, condor-
secretary and Mr. Fred Acker,
Treasurer.
The eew,officers will be Installed
tvio. weetsitom last night, at which
time the /worthy matron lelects the
ointkve officer,.
a members of the order have de-
cided to give a big "watch party' New
Year'. Eve for the purpose dl watch-
ing out the Old Year and greeting
the new year. The gathering will be
held at their fraternity briikiing lodge
room, and the evening passed with a
happy entertainment and refresh-
ments, until neiclnigtrt.
levers Elected.
The Freternal Order of Eagles kit
evening held its electionipf officers to
serve.during the ensuing year. They
mit in their new quarteIs at the old
Y. M. C.• A. building on Sixth and
Broadway and the following were
chosen.: Hal. Corbett, worthy past
president; Ben Welk, worthy presi..
dent; B. C. Loeb/en, worthy vice
president; L. P. Illead, worthy secre-
tary; L C. Carson, worthy chaplain;
J. 1./. Potter, outside guard; S. L.
inside guard; Harry Lloyd.
conductor; S. B. Gott, treasures;
Louis S. Levy, trustee for long term;
A. C. -Mitchell, trustee for short
term; J. A. Konetzka, trustee hold-
over; Dr. Robert Sots, worthy phy-
sicion.
The lodge decided to laciest a resi-
dent secretary and custodian for their
handsome lodgersiops and olial;0
tees all Sixth and Broadway, 44 or
making the choke of ili-is official,
named Mr. L.. P. Head, the represent-
ative of this county in the state leg-
islature. He will keep permanent
headquarters at the building for pur-
pose of t-ollectisig dues, rents from
the roomers of the building, and
looking after things in general. The
quarters are being handsomely fam-
ished and the building premises to
be one of the finest secret order as-
torridity places in the entire city .
The lodge members and tithe% are
holding their rehearsals regularly for
the minietrels to be given during the
latter portion of this month. It pos-
sible the lodge will give the enter-
tainment at The Kentucky they cm
get the playhouse for that date as
Mlanager Thome' W. Rskerts has not
yet heard from Klaw and Erlanger,
the New York bureau that furnishes
attractions for the local theatre. He
has written them to find, out if they
want the Christmas date and expects
by each mail to receive a reply. If
the playhouse is not to be engaged
for that day, the manager will close
a contract with the Eagles.
Install Beavers.
If Dr. James Brew of Nashville.
Tenn., lives not preside torlorrew
evening when the new lodge of
Beavers is installed here, the chair
wilt be occupied by City Attorney
Thomas B. Harrison, who is district
deputy supreme president for the
organization in this section of the
state. Dr. Brew is the leading phy-
sician of Nashville and was one of
the first to join the lodge installed
there some months, ago. Being an
enthusiastic affsliate he greatly de-
sired to preside when some new
lodge was installed and this was
promised him by organizers Tripp
and English who are getting up the
local order. Dr. Brew bas written
them though that his nephew is
very ill of fever at Nashville, and hi
cannot tell whether or not he will be
*hl e to come, but that by this even-
ing he will notify the organizers
whether 'he will be 'here. If his
nephew's ailment prevents, District
Deputy Harrison will have charge of
the institution ceremonies.
Chicago Round Trip $9.
Over Pennsylvania Linea
To Famous Live Stock Show.
Excursion tickets sold December
16, 17, 18 and 19, for parlor car 21141
Iitwary cafe car train leaving Lonic
8:ao a. cu daily, and sleeping
ear train leaviag Llooisville at 8:15 p.
m..daily., Complete information may
be ascertained irons C. H.. Nagerty,'
District Passenger Agent, Leuisville,
and wealth, Ky.
•
Th:rd Act Finale, of "Han; en' Nix," at The Kentucky Tonight.
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and look around. We
are proud of our stock
of pianos and liks to
show them. We can
save you time, money
and anxiety.
529-531 Fourth Ave.
W. T. MILLER & BROTHER
520 Broadway.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—Three boys Over tj
years old Apply at once to Padmah
Labor Bureau, t09 Broadway.
FOB RENT—Three rooms on
ground floor for housekeeping, one
square of positoffice . Address "R. J.
this °fare.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister °traces
FOR RENT--Five room cottage at
7r7 Harrison street. Apply aas
Broadway.
POOR RENT—Nice f urn i sbed
rooms, 622 Jefferson street. Phone
1735.
NOTICE.
The system of credit nal 'heti,
shamefully irbused by the public in
the matter of collectkm of "Insur-
ance premiums" that the local agents
of *Paducah, Ky., have been forced to
adopt the following rule with refer-
ence to the collection of premiums,
"Recognizing die the Fire lbsurance
business is essentially as well as
necessarily, a CASH business by
reason of the policy contracts, and,
as all agents are required by tit
rules of their _companies, to settle
prorriptiy each month for the previous
month's business, we are therefore
forced to ask of our patrons prompt
payment of all premiums/a, and' in or-
der to do so we, the undersigned
hereby nrntually agree and adopt and
pledge ourselves to faithfully carry
out, in the collection of premiums,
the following rube to-wit:
"That we notify our patrons, the
public generally, through the daily
press, each agent signing the notice,
that commencing on the tat day of
January 19°6, all policies are due and
payable when the insurance is effected
or upon delivery of policy in per-
son or by mail."
'Signed:
R. E. ASHBROOK.
L. L. BEBOUT.
EEVES & *yr Deux.
ABR1AM L. WElL & CO.
77 FR I EDMAN.
RUDY. PAXTON & CO.
IHUMMIEL BRO5
C. E. JENNINGS
F. G. BOONE.
FLOURNOY & BURNETT
F. J. MIcELWEE.
M. D. KAN' F. I-1,.
NfiRS. R. BURG:NITER
1 S. T. RANDLE.
J. W HUGH1ES.
F. C. BONE.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
old et"
Gray's P lifTet,
Panne Home Rat,
'L. 'A.' Leer:min/sin°. _ c
Rudy, phatipo st Co.
219 aid aa3 BROADWAY
Why it is Necessary to Wear
We have
Ms's, Wonmes, Boys' Misses' Youth's,
and Chlidren'
Very much lighter shoes are worn no than
a few years back. Parents buy their chil-
dren or themselves light kid shoes, send them
to school or go themselves to business in the
rain without rubbers and often with holes in
bottom of sole and then wonder why they
have cough colds. pneumonia, or scarlet
fever. All lether is porous, the best will
D ot keep out dampness. Rubber keeps the
shoes dry, derefore you have dry,
WARM FEET AND HEALTH
•
or wet feet and sick Tis up to you
--take
your choice.
Mt MUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
MONDAY DEC. H.
Sure cure for the Blues.
Good for that tired feeling.
Hurts Doctors Business.
Btisterrown
THE ONE BIG SHOW
TRY IT SOME NIGHT. IT WILL PUT YOU IN GREAT SHAPE
TO ORAPPLIC WITH LIFE NEXT MORNING. GREAT
GAIT, 1110 LVTY CHbRUS, ELABORATE STAGE
121111FRCTS. GROWDED EVERYWHERE.
SPECIAlt. MATINEE, For Children ar 3 O'CLCiCR
PRIMA *Stites, Orchestra, Balcony, sot CHILDREN ise
to any part of the
°IRO* tarfaller °At 75c and $1 oo.
diebtweitiliiifitiroir Ail m,
•
•
